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LOCATION
• Brookings, S.D.
ENROLLMENT
• 11,021 (fall 2005)
PRESIDENT
• Peggy Gordon Miller
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
• Fred M. Oien
ASSISTANT TO ATHLETIC DIRECTOR-INTERNAL
• Rob Peterson 
ASSISTANT TO ATHLETIC DIRECTOR-EXTERNAL
• Keith Mahlum 
COLORS
• Yellow and Blue
NICKNAME
• Jackrabbits
AFFILIATION
• NCAA Division I
CONFERENCE
• Independent
HOME ARENA
• Stanley J. Marshall HPER Center
South Dakota State University  
Brookings, SD, 57007-1497
HEAD COACH
• Jason Liles
Bowling Green, 1979
Record at SDSU: 115-71-1 (12 years)
Career Record: 203-108-1
Office Phone: (605) 688-5026
E-Mail: Jason.Liles@sdstate.edu
ASSISTANT COACHES
• Lance Thury, South Dakota State
• Marcus Hellwege, South Dakota State
HEAD STRENGTH COACH
• Nate Moe, Minnesota State,
Moorhead, 1996
WRESTLING ATHLETIC STAFF
• Nancy Neiber, Wrestling Supervisor
• Diane Rieken, Athletic Secretary
• RaeLynn Paech, Student Assistant
• Kari Kocer, Student Assistant
2004-05 OVERALL RECORD
• Won 10 Lost 8 Tie 0
2004-05 HOME RECORD
• Won 5, Lost 2,Tie 0 
2004-05 ROAD/NEUTRAL RECORD
• Won 5, Lost 6,Tie 0 
First Year OF Wrestling
• 1949-50
Overall Wrestling Record
• 431-252-17
Athletic Trainers
• Trevor Roiger, Head Trainer
• Amanda Parsley, Student Trainer
Letterwinners Returning/Lost
• 10/5
Starters Returning/Lost
• 7/3
Returning Wrestlers
• Brad Gregory 141 10-9
• Dusty Kavitz 141 15-11
• Martin Konechne 141 15-11
• Chad Herrboldt 149 14-14
• Andy Everson 157 13-5
• Chris Boub 157 0-7
• Nate Althoff 165 25-6
• Travis Gottschalk 174 17-19
• Levi Krehmeyer 184 7-23
• Cody Nehl 197 17-13
• Jason Stripling HWT 3-11
• NEWSPAPERS •
The Brookings Register
Eric Viccaro, Sports Editor
Phone: (605) 692-6271
Fax: (605) 692-2979
E-Mail: sports@brookingsregister.com
Sioux Falls Argus Leader
Chris Solari, Beat Writer
Phone: (605) 331-3923
Fax: (605) 977-3933
E-Mail: csolari@argusleader.com
Aberdeen American News
John Papendick, Sports Editor
Phone: (605) 622-2323
Fax: (605) 225-0421
E-Mail: jpapendick@aberdeennews.com
Watertown Public Opinion
Roger Merriam, Sports Editor
Phone:(605) 886-6901
Fax: (605) 886-4280
E-Mail:rogerm@thepublicopinion.com
SDSU Collegian
Sports Editor
Phone: (605) 688-6164
• RADIO STATIONS •
KJJQ (910 AM-Brookings)
Brad DeBeer, Play-By-Play
Phone: (605) 692-1430
Fax: (605) 692-4441
E-Mail: brad.debeer@k12.sd.us
KBRK (1430 AM-Brookings)
Dellas Cole, Sports Director
Phone: (605) 692-1430
Fax: (605) 692-4441
E-Mail: dcole@KBRK.threeeagles.com
WNAX (570 AM-Yankton)
Steve Imming, Sports Director
Phone: (605) 668-1179
Fax: (605) 665-8788
E-Mail: imming@wnax.com
KWSN (1230 AM-Sioux Falls)
Mike Henriksen, “Jackrabbit Report” Host
Phone: (605) 336-1230
Fax: (605) 336-0415
E-Mail: mike_henriksen@mmi.net
• TELEVISION STATIONS •
KDLT-TV (NBC, Sioux Falls)
Mark Ovenden, Sports Director
Phone: (605) 361-5555
Fax: (605) 361-3982
E-Mail: sports@kdlt.com
KELO-TV (CBS, Sioux Falls)
Travis Fossing, Sports Director
Phone: (605) 336-1100
Fax: (605) 336-0202
E-Mail: tfossing@keloland.com
KSFY-TV (ABC, Sioux Falls)
Erik Thorstenson, Sports Director
Phone: (605) 336-1300
Fax: (605) 336-2067
E-Mail: ethorstenson@ksfy.com
• VIDEO PRODUCTION •
TV Productions (Brookings)
Jay Vanduch, Co-Owner
Phone: (605) 692-7457
E-Mail: tvproinbox@brookings.net
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• Credentials •
All requests for media credentials for
SDSU wrestling home matches should be
directed to the South Dakota State sports
information department at least 24 hours
prior to the event.
Credentials will be mailed if requests are
received a week or more in advance.
Otherwise, credentials may be picked up at
the Jackrabbit Ticket Office inside the Stanley
J. Marshall HPER Center weekdays from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m., or at the Frost Arena ticket
table one hour prior to the start of the event.
Due to limited seating at press row for 
wrestling, only working media will be allowed
access on a first-come, first-served basis.
The following guidelines apply specifically
to Internet sites:
• No more than two people working for
the official Web site of the opponent and/or
its official conference site will be issued cre-
dentials.
• Web sites whose content centers around
message boards and chat rooms where users
can post anonymous information and/or
rumors are ineligible for any consideration for
credentials or access.
• Credentials will not be granted to any
agency operating sites that are in any way
affiliated with gambling, or to freelance or
fan-based sites that are not affiliated with a
legitimate news-gathering organization.
The final decision for credentials remains at
the sole discretion of the sports information
director.
• Statistics •
The South Dakota State University Sports
Information Office will keep official statistics
and will distribute final statistics to teams
and members of the media within 15 min-
utes after the conclusion of the match.
• Broadcasts •
Please check local listings for Jackrabbit
wrestling matches broadcast live on KJJQ
Radio 910 AM.
Broadcasts will be streamed on the
Internet at:
www3.sdstate.edu/athletics/broadcasts
Broadcasts begin approximately 15 min-
utes prior to the scheduled first match.
One broadcast line for visiting teams will
be available courtside at Frost Arena.
• On the Web •
The latest Jackrabbit news and updates can
be viewed on the Internet at
www.gojacks.com, the official site of South
Dakota State University athletics. Box scores,
statistics and a match recap will be posted
within an hour after the match.
INTERVIEW POLICY
Outside of athletic events, inter-
views with South Dakota State
University student-athletes must be
arranged 24 hours in advance
Monday through Thursday by contact-
ing the SDSU Sports Information
Office or the head coach of the sport
involved. Please do not contact stu-
dent-athletes directly without prior
approval — phone numbers of SDSU
student-athletes will not be released.
Media members should understand
that all return calls will be made col-
lect or via a toll-free number, unless
the student-athlete does the interview
from the sports information office.
Jackrabbit student-athletes will not
be available for interviews prior to a
contest the day of the game, but will
be available for post-game interviews
10 minutes after the conclusion of
contests by contacting a member of
the sports information staff or coach-
ing staff.
CONTACT INFORMATION
Media inquiries for Jackrabbit wrestling-
should be directed to Matt Hoover, graduate
assistant sports information.
Office Phone: (605) 688-4822
Cell Phone: (402) 660-1936
Fax: (605) 688-5999
E-Mail: sdssid@sdstate.edu
• For the most up to date coverage of Jackrabbit athletics, go to Gojacks.com, the official website of South Dakota 
State University athletics.
• In addition to updated results, statistics and game recaps; you can find photos, player and coach biographies,
schedule and roster information, weekly releases, onlide media guides, audio segments and other Jackrabbit 
information.
• GoJacks.com, includes information on all 21 of South Dakota State University’s varsity sports, along with ticket 
information, summer camps and clinics, athletic performance programs, spirit groups, traditions and fan information.
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WRESTLER YEAR WEIGHT 2004-05 RECORD HOMETOWN H.S. PLACING
Alan Marvin Fr. 125 --- Adrian, Mich. 7th, 7th, 7th
Derek Pirner So. 133 --- Elk Point, S.D. 1st, 2nd, 1st, 1st
Jerry Clark Fr. 133 --- Watertown, S.D. 1st, 2nd, 2nd,4th
Nick Kulseth Fr. 133 --- Windom, Minn. 1st, 1st, 1st, 5th
Brad Gregory** Jr. 141-149 10-9 Glenwood, Iowa 5th, 2nd, 3rd
Dusty Kavitz* So. 141 15-11 Medford, Minn. 3rd, 5th
Martin Konechne So. 141 0-0 Kimball, S.D. 1st, 6th, 1st
Dan Bonte Fr. 141 --- Garretson, S.D. 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st
Chad Herrboldt*** Sr. 149 14-14 Scotland, S.D. 5th, 7th
Nick Herrboldt Fr. 141-149 --- Scotland, S.D. 2nd,4th, 5th, 6th
Brandon Stoner Fr. 149 --- Fairbanks, Alaska 3rd, 6th, 6th
Matt Mower Fr. 149 --- Ipswich, S.D. 3rd, 6th, 8th, 4th
Marc Wermersen Fr. 149 --- Sioux Center, Iowa
Chris Boub* Sr. 157-165 0-7 Lead, S.D.
Andy Everson** Jr. 157 13-5 Mitchell, S.D. 1st, 1st, 4th, 5th
Ryan Meyer Fr. 157-165 --- Parkston, S.D. 1st, 1st, 2nd, 3rd
Justin Retallic Fr. 157 --- Atlantic, Iowa 8th
Nathan Althoff** Jr. 165 25-6 Watertown, S.D. 1st, 1st, 1st, 6th
Travis Gottschalk** Jr. 174 17-19 Kimball, Minn. 5th
Chris Moran Fr. 174-184 --- Rapid City, S.D. 1st, 3rd, 6th
Levi Krehmeyer* Jr. 184 7-23 Gillette, Wyo. 4th, 4th
Tyler Sorenson Fr. 184 --- Garretson, S.D. 1st, 2nd,3rd, 6th
Cody Nehl*** Sr. 197 17-13 Watauga, S.D. 2nd, 4th
Jason Stripling* So. 197-HWT 3-11 Minneota, Minn. 3rd
JACKRABBIT WRESTLING
2005-06 SDSU Roster
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State Breakdown
Seniors — 3
149 Chad Herrboldt Sr. Scotland, S.D.
157 Chris Boub Sr. Lead, S.D.
197 Cody Nehl Sr. Watauga, S.D.
Juniors — 5
141 Brad Gregory Jr. Glenwood, Iowa
157 Andy Everson Jr. Mitchell, S.D.
165 Nathan Althoff Jr. Watertown, S.D.
174 Travis Gottschalk Jr. Kimball, S.D.
184 Levi Krehmeyer Jr. Gillette, Wyo.
Sophomores — 4
133 Derek Pirner So. U of Neb./Elk Point, S.D.
141 Dusty Kavitz So. Medford, Minn.
141 Martin Konechne So. Kimball, S.D.
HWT Jason Striping So. Minneota, Minn.
Freshmen — 12
125 Alan Marvin Fr. Adrian, Mi.
133 Jerry Clark Fr. Watertown, S.D.
133 Nick Kulseth Fr. Windom, Minn.
141 Dan Bonte Fr. Garretson, S.D.
149 Nick Herrboldt Fr. Scotland, S.D.
149 Marc Wermersen Fr. Sioux Center, Iowa
157 Ryan Meyer Fr. Parkston, S.D.
157 Matt Mower Fr. Ipswich, S.D.
157 Justin Retallic Fr. Atlantic, Iowa
157 Brandon Stoner Fr. Fairbanks, Alaska
174 Chris Moran Fr. Rapid CIty, S.D.
184 Tyler Sorenson Fr. Garretson, S.D.
South Dakota  14
133 Jerry Clark Fr. Watertown, S.D.
133 Derek Pirner So. U of Neb./Elk Point, S.D.
141 Dan Bonte Fr. Garretson, S.D.
141 Martin Konechne So. Kimball, S.D.
149 Chad Herrboldt Sr. Scotland, S.D.
157 Chris Boub Sr. Lead, S.D.
157 Andy Everson Jr. Mitchell, S.D.
157 Ryan Meyer Fr. Parkston, S.D.
157 Matt Mower Fr. Ipswich, S.D.
165 Nathan Althoff Jr. Watertown, S.D.
174 Travis Gottschalk Jr. Kimball, S.D.
174 Chris Moran Fr. Rapid CIty, S.D.
184 Tyler Sorenson Fr. Garretson, S.D.
197 Cody Nehl Sr. Watauga, S.D.
Alaska  1
157 Brandon Stoner Fr. Fairbanks, Alaska
Minnesota  4
125 Alan Marvin Fr. Adrian, Mi.
133 Nick Kulseth Fr. Windom, Minn.
141 Dusty Kavitz So. Medford, Minn.
HWT Jason Striping So. Minneota, Minn.
Iowa  3
141 Brad Gregory Jr. Glenwood, Iowa
149 Marc Wermersen Fr. Sioux Center, Iowa
157 Justin Retallic Fr. Atlantic, Iowa
Wyoming  1
184 Levi Krehmeyer Jr. Gillette, Wyo.
300 copies of the 2005 SDSU Wrestling Media Guide were produced by Matt Hoover, graduate assistant, and the Jackrabbit Sports Information Service at a cost
$3.58 per copy. Photos credited to SDSU University Relations. For information requests regarding SDSU athletics, please contact Ron Lenz, director of sports
information, at 605-688-4623 or Jason Hove, assistant director, at 605-688-4822. Mailing address is SDSU Box 2820, Brookings, SD 57007-1497.
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JACKRABBIT WRESTLING
Jackrabbits to build on First Year in Division I
Coming off its first Division I season in which they earned six vic-
tories over Division I competition and recorded 10 wins on the year,
the South Dakota State wrestling program will blend veteran leader-
ship with a young influx of talent to build upon the success earned in
its first year of competeting in Division I wrestling.
“We will have to stay healthy to be successful, but with the
younger kids raising our level of competition in practice, it can only
help make the returnees and everyone associated better,” said head
coach Jason Liles.
Last year, the Jacks opened up November with four wrestlers plac-
ing at the Warren Williamson/Daktronics Open at Frost Arena. SDSU
then wrestled three consecutive open tournaments, before returning
home and opening up dual competition with a 30-15 win over the
University of Mary (N.D.). After defeating Division I Princeton (N.J.)
to end December, the Jacks began action in January by recording a
win over Portland State at the Oregon Classic Duals. South Dakota
State followed up its win over Portland State with a stretch of victo-
ries against Division I competition at the Virginia Duals. By defeating
Millersville (Pa.), Davidson (N.C.) and Duquesne (Pa.) in a two-day
span, the Jackrabbits brought home the American Division
Championship at the Virginia Duals.The Jacks closed out their first
Division I season by going 4-3 in competition during the month of
February.
“Last year our wrestlers were able to reach their full potential,
hopefully they can keep improving and match that this season,” said
Liles.
SDSU heads into its second season of Division I competition with
seven starters returning.
In the lower and middle weights, 141-pounder Dusty Kavitz,
149-pounder Chad Herrboldt and 157-pounder Andy Everson all
return and will be counted on to help the incoming talent at the 125
and 133  weight divisions.
Herrboldt returns at 149 after a 2004-05 season that saw him
pick up 14 wins.The senior had a stellar junior season, recording two
pins last winter  and earning victories in Division I duals against
Princeton, Oregon and the Air Force Academy.
The Jackrabbits hit the recruiting ranks for another 149 pounder
this past off-season and stayed in the Herrboldt family by signing
Nick Herrboldt, Chad Herrboldt’s little brother. Herrboldt will backup
his brother this season after wrapping up an impressive career at
Scotland high school in Scotland, S.D.
Kavitz, a sophomore, returns at 141 pounds after wrestling in 26
matches last season as a true freshman. Kavitz won 15 matches last
winter and will look to improve on that total this year.
Everson, a junior who recorded 13 wins last season, along with
senior Chris Booub, will give the Jacks a solid foundation at 157
pounds.
The Jacks signed three standout 157-pounders this off-season.
Ryan Meyer, a Parkston native, was a two-time state champion and a
five-time state place-winner. Justin Retallic, an Atlantic, Iowa, prod-
uct, bring more valuable high school experience to the Jackrabbits
after going 123-27 for his high school career. Matt Mower also joins
the Jackrabbit program after compiling a 200-62 record and placing
four times at the state meet for Ipswich high school.
In the upper weights SDSU returns starters Nate Althoff,Travis
Gottschalk and Levi Krehmeyer, as well as senior Cody Nehl.
Althoff will look to improve on his sophomore season in which he
went 24-6 and recorded three pins at 165 pounds, despite missing
most the dual season due to injury. Gottschalk, who wrestled primari-
ly at 174 pounds, will attempt to follow up an impressive 2004-05
season that saw him collect 17 wins.
Krehmeyer returns at 184 pounds after producing seven wins last
season.The Jackrabbits will count on 2005 South Dakota state cham-
pion Chris Moran and four-time state place-winner Tyler Sorenson to
challenge for a starting spot and provide depth at 174 and 184
pounds.
Also back is Nehl, who posted six straight pins last January en rout
to 17 victories on the year. He will be joined in the upper weights by
Jason Stripling, who had a productive first year in the program and
will be looking to step into a starting role at heavyweight.
SDSU loaded up on young talent on the recruiting trail this past
off-season. Dan Bonte, a freshman from Garretson, was a four-time
state champion and set the national high school record for career
victories. Nebraska transfer Derek Pirner will continue his impressive
career at SDSU after being named 2003 S.D. Wrestler of the Year.
Both should give the Jackrabbits an athletic trio of young talent and
will provide the Jacks with immediate help in the lower weight class-
es.
Finally, Nick Kulseth and Alan Marvin should give SDSU an added
dimension in the lower weights after finishing stellar prep careers.
Kulseth was a three-time state champion and rated the 69th wrestler
overall in the nation by Intermat, while Marvin was a three-time
state place-winner and recorded 153 victories at Adrian high school
in Adrian, Mich.
“The kids that we brought in are are as talented as we have ever
had here at South Dakota State,” Liles said.
The Jackrabbits’ eight-match home dual schedule begins Dec. 17
against North Carolina State at Frost Arena. SDSU’s home schedule
includes duals against Division I opponents Portland State, Wyoming,
North Dakota State, Air Force and American University.
“This is by far the best home schedule we have ever had here.
With the addition of the new scoreboards, it will definitley enhance
the overall experience of SDSU wrestling for the fans and the ath-
letes,” Liles said.
The Jackrabbits open the season on Nov. 5 at the
Daktronics/Warren Williamson Open. Start time for the open is 9
a.m.
Behind the Scenes at State
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PEGGY GORDON MILLER
PRESIDENT
Dr. Peggy Gordon Miller became
South Dakota State University’s 18th
president on January 1, 1998.
Before becoming president of
SDSU, Miller was a senior fellow
and acting vice president for
Academic and International
Programs at the American
Association of State Colleges and
Universities in Washington, D.C.
She has extensive collegiate edu-
cation leadership experience at The
University of Akron (Ohio), where
she served as president from 1992
to 1996, and Indiana University
Northwest, where she served as
chancellor from 1983 to 1992.
Miller earned her doctorate in 
secondary education from Indiana
University, her master’s degree in
English and secondary education
from Northwestern University, and
her bachelor’s degree from
Transylvania University (Ky.). She
taught high school in Gary, Ind.,
and moved into various teaching
and administrative positions in the
Indiana University system.
She amassed a broad range of
national experience and made
extensive contacts in the
Washington community. Miller
currently serves on the corporate
boards of Lubrizol Corporation and
A. Shulman Incorporated.
FRED OIEN
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Dr. Fred Oien became the 11th
director of athletics at South
Dakota State University on July 1,
1990.
Oien earned his bachelor’s
degree at SDSU in 1972 and has
been on the SDSU staff since
1979, serving as athletic 
business/ticket manager from 1981
until his appointment as director of
athletics. Oien is a 1968 graduate
of Baltic (S.D.) High School. He
added a master’s degree at SDSU
in 1975, then completed his doc-
torate (Ed.D) at the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst in 1979.
Oien taught physical education
and health at the Brookings Middle
School from 1973-76, during
which time he was varsity golf
coach for both boys and girls, and
middle school basketball and 
football coach. His golf teams won
state championships for both boys
and girls. Oien also was women’s
golf coach at SDSU, guiding the
Jackrabbits to one North Central
Conference championship.The
SDSU women’s golf team of 1982
was voted South Dakota Women’s
College Team of the Year.
NANCY NEIBER
SR. WOMAN ADMINISTRATOR
Nancy Neiber became South
Dakota State University’s first
senior woman administrator for
athletics when she stepped down as
head women’s basketball coach in
June 2000.
Her duties include sport 
supervision, fund-raising, oversight
of student-athlete programs and
instruction in academic programs.
The winningest basketball coach
in SDSU history with a 301-140
record, Neiber coached the
Jackrabbits for 16 seasons (1984-
2000) and led SDSU to 14 consec-
utive winning seasons, two 
second-place finishes in the North
Central Conference and six NCAA
postseason appearances. Six times
Neiber-coached teams reached 20
victories in a season. She was
named NCC Coach of the Year in the
1988 and 1995.
In 2003, she was inducted into
the South Dakota Sports Hall of
Fame.
A Pierre native, Neiber coached
at both the high school and colle-
giate levels in South Dakota. A
1969 graduate of Black Hills State,
Neiber previously served as a gradu-
ate assistant at SDSU and as an
assistant coach at Dakota State. She
also spent seven seasons as girls’
basketball coach at Mitchell High
School.
MYLO HELLICKSON
FACULTY REPRESENTATIVE
Dr. Mylo Hellickson has been
South Dakota State University’s
faculty representative to athletic
conferences and the NCAA since
1977. He also serves as chairman
of the campus Athletic, Intramural
and Recreation Committee.
Hellickson recently returned to
the classroom as a professor in
agricultrual engineering after 
serving several years as director of
agriculture Extension at SDSU. He
has been on the SDSU staff since
1969, serving as a professor in
agricultural engineering until he
was appointed department head
during the summer of 1982.
Dr. Hellickson’s specialty has
been in the area of livestock 
structures and environment with
recent emphasis on solar energy
use in agriculture.
A native of Belfield, N.D., he
earned a bachelor’s degree in 
agricultural engineering from North
Dakota State University in 1964,
added a master’s degree in ag
engineering from NDSU in 1966,
then earned a Ph.D. in engineering
at West Virginia University in 1969.
Hellickson was presented the
North Central Conference
Meritorious Service Award at the
November 1990 meeting.
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Now in his 13th season at
South Dakota State University,
Jason Liles will look to build upon
the success the Jackrabbit
wrestling program earned in its
first year of Division I competition.
In 10 of the previous 12 sea-
sons, Liles has led the Jackrabbits
to a top-10 finish at the NCAA
Division II Championships, includ-
ing nine top-five finishes. SDSU
has placed second at nationals
twice (1998, 2001), third once
(2001) fourth four times (1994,1996, 1997, 2000) and fifth two
times (1995, 1999).
He also led SDSU to a North Central Conference title in 1997.
And Liles-coached teams won NWCA Division II National Duals
titles in 1998 and 2000.
Since Liles took over as head coach, the SDSU wrestling pro-
gram has produced 46 All-Americans, 11 national champions and
31 National Wrestling Coaches Association All-Academic Team selec-
tions.
The 2000-2001 NCAA Division II Wrestling Coach of the Year,
Liles came to SDSU in 1993 after a nine-year stay at Montana
State University-Northern, in Havre, where he led his squads to
NAIA national championships in 1991 and 1992.
Liles was inducted into the MSU-Northern athletic Hall of
Fame during the fall of 2003.
Liles’ other coaching credentials include a two-year stint as
head coach at Arcadia (Ohio) High School and as an assistant at
Miami (Ohio) University, where he earned a master’s degree in
1982.
After a 4-10 record in duals in 2003-04, Liles’ team rebound-
ed last winter by going 10-8 and capturing the American Division
Championship at the Virginia Duals. His 10-8 mark last season
brought his career dual record as a collegiate head coach to 203-
108-1, including a 115-71-1 mark at SDSU. He ranks second on
the career victories list at SDSU, trailing only the late Warren
Williamson, who compiled a 134-74-9 dual record over 16 seasons
from 1957-68 and 1970-73.
A 1979 graduate of Bowling Green State University in Ohio,
Liles ended his career as the winningest wrestler in the university’s
history. A four-year starter, he was chosen the team’s most valuable
wrestler his last three seasons (1977-79).
In 1993-94, Liles took over the South Dakota State wrestling
program and guided the Jackrabbits to a fourth-place finish in the
NCAA Division II tournament.That marked the highest national fin-
ish for the Jacks in 25 years and the first time that SDSU had two
individual national champions (Chad Lamer at 177 and Justin
Blasius at 190) in the same season.
In the 1996-97 season, SDSU won the NCC title — the first
since 1980 – as Liles was named Coach of the Year in the confer-
ence. After coming within 1.5 points of NCC champion Nebraska-
Omaha a year earlier, the Jacks eliminated the suspense early in
1997 by putting six wrestlers in the finals of the conference tourna-
ment in Grand Forks. It translated to an 80-65 victory over the run-
ner-up Mavericks.
Over his last four seasons at MSU-Northern, his teams sand-
wiched back-to-back national championships (1991 and 1992)
between a pair of national runner-up finishes (1990 and 1993).
His teams at MSU-N won NAIA District-12 championships in
1988, 1990, 1991 and 1992. During his career at MSU-N he post-
ed a dual record of 89-33, coached six individual national champi-
ons (including the Outstanding Wrestler at the 1990 national tour-
nament), and produced 48 All-Americans.
And his teams produced eight academic All-Americans, with
the team showing a 3.00 cumulative grade point average for 1987-
1993.
Prior to joining the staff at MSU-N, Liles was assistant
wrestling coach at Miami University in Ohio (1981-84). He played
an integral part in developing three NCAA Division I All-Americans.
Miami won the Mid-America Conference title in 1984 and had an
alternate to the 1984 USA Olympic Freestyle team.
Liles was head coach at Arcadia High School in Arcadia, Ohio,
for two seasons, producing back-to-back Blanchard-Valley
Conference championships in 1980 and 1981 when his teams were
20-6 in duals.
He is married to the former Holly Dees of Kremlin, MT.They
have two sons, Walker and Hunter.
Coaching Honors
• 2000-01 Division II National Coach of the Year
Wrestler Honors
• 10 top-10 finishes at NCAA Division II Championships
• Nine top-5 finishes at NCAA Division II Championships
• 46 All-Americans
• 11 National Champions
• 31 All-Academic team selections
Team Honors
• 1997 North Central Conference Champion
• 1998 National Champion Runner-Up 
• 1998 NWCA Division II National Duals Champion
• 2000 NWCA Division II National Duals Champion
• 2001 National Champion Runner-Up
• Seven-time top-5 finish at NCAA Division II Championships
• 2004 American Division Virginia Duals Champion
Overall Record
• 203-108-1 (Overall record)
• 115-71-1 (Career at SDSU)
THE LILES FILE
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Lance joins the Jackrabbit coach-ing staff following a solid careerat SDSU, where he was a four-
time letter-winner and North Central
Conference place-winner.Thury wrestled
at SDSU from 1996-2000.
Thury was an assistant wrestling coach
at Dakota Wesleyan (2002-2003), where
he coached three NAIA All-Americans,
including a national runner-up.
Lance is a 1995 graduate of Parkston High School in Parkston,
S.D. He will coach the upper-weights at South Dakota State.
Marcus joins theJackrabbit coaching stafffollowing a deployment
in Iraq.
Hellwege was a three-time let-
ter-winner at South Dakota State
from 1999-2002.
Marcus is a graduate of Lincoln
East High School in Lincoln, Neb.,
where he was a three-time state place-winner.
Marcus is completing a bachelor’s degree in land-
scape architecture and a minor in business.
LANCE THURY MARCUS HELLWEGE
• Assistant Coach • Assistant Coach
Assistant Coaches
Head Coach: Jason Liles
Record: Won 115, Lost 71, Tie 1
Overall Record Conference Record All-AmericansYear Conf. Finish NCAA Finish
•1993 5-6-0 2-5-0 Fifth Fourth 4
•1994 4-6-0 2-5-0 Sixth Fifth 3
•1995 10-2-0 6-1-0 Second Fourth 5
•1996 8-2-0 6-1-0 Champion Fourth 4
•1997 17-4-0 5-3-0 Third Second 5
•1998 15-7-0 4-4-0 Fifth Fifth 4
•1999 12-4-0 5-2-0 Third Fourth 6
•2000 9-5-1 5-2-0 Fourth Second 6
•2001 9-8-0 2-5-0 Third Third 5
•2002 12-9-0 4-5-0 Fourth 10th 3
•2003 4-10-0 1-5-0 Fifth 23rd 2
•2004 10-8-0 0-0-0* --- --- ---
*Division I Independent
JACKRABBIT WRESTLING
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CHRIS
BOUB
Senior • 
Lead, S.D.
CHAD
HERRBOLDT
Senior • 
Scotland, S.D.
149157
JACKRABBIT WRESTLING
C hris is back for his second season as a 157 pounder forthe Jackrabbits ... wrestled in 7 matches during the
2004 season after joining the Jackrabbit program late ... col-
lected no wins on the year ... 2003-04: did not wrestle for
South Dakota State University
BEFORE SDSU: Wrestled for Bob Forcucci of Lead High
School ... three-time nomination for Deans List 
COACH’S COMMENTS: “Chris enjoys the sport of wrestlng,
the camaraderie of his teammates and competing for a suc-
cessful program.”
PERSONAL: Majoring in geographic information systems ...
graduate of Lead High School
C had is back for his fourth and final season as a 174pounder for the Jackrabbits ... wrestled in 28 matches
during the 2004 season ... collected two pins on the year ...
went 14-14 overall ... 2003-04: recorded six wins during
the 2003 season ... two of his six wins came in dual competi-
tion ... 2002-03: wrestled in nine matches during the
2002-03 season
BEFORE SDSU: Posted a 110-41 record at Scotland High
School ... placed fifth in the state meet as a senior ... finished
29-11 as a senior  
COACH’S COMMENTS: “Chad returns as the 149 pound
starter. He has shown great leadership on and off the mat.
Chad is a very focused competitor.”
PERSONAL: Majoring in graphic design ... graduate of
Scotland High School
BOUB CAREER STATISTICS
Year Wins Losses Pins NCC   NCAA
2005 0 7 0 --- ---
Total 0 7 0 --- ---
HERRBOLDT CAREER STATISTICS
Year Wins Losses Pins NCC   NCAA
2003 1 8 0 --- ---
2004 6 13 1 --- ---
2005 14 14 2 --- ---
Total 21 35 3 --- ---
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CODY
NEHL
Senior • 
Watauga, S.D.
NATHAN
ALTHOFF
Junior • 
Watertown, S.D.
197 165
JACKRABBIT WRESTLING
C ody is back for his fourth and final season as a 197pounder for the Jackrabbits ... wrestled in 30 matches
during the 2004-05 season ... collected seven pins on the
year ... recorded a streak of six straight matches with a pin
last seaosn ... went 17-13 overall ... 2003-04: went 12-6
during the 2003 season ... two of his twelve wins came in
dual competition ... 2002-03: had a 9-17 record while
wrestling heavyweight for the Jackrabbits ... went 5-12 in
dual competition ... 2001-02: attended SDSU in 2001-02
but did not wrestle
BEFORE SDSU: Went 47-1 as a senior... was runner-up in
the state meet as a senior ... finished 29-11 as a senior
COACH’S COMMENTS: “Cody has developed into a solid
competitor with excellent leadership skills. He trains hard and
wrestles a physical style that can win the big game.”
PERSONAL: Majoring in ag systems technology ... graduate
of Lemmon High School
N athan is back for his third season as a 165 pounder forthe Jackrabbits ... wrestled in 31 matches during the
2004-05 season ... collected three pins on the year ... went
25-6 overall ... year was cut short due to an injury ... 2003-
04: went 26-10 during the 2003 season ... received All-
American honors ... placed fifth at the NCAA Division II
Championships ... 2002-03: went 10-4 in dual competition
... recorded a 15-6 record in open tournaments
BEFORE SDSU: Posted a 155-19 record at Watertown High
School ... three-time state champion
COACH’S COMMENTS: “We are expecting Nate to bounce
back from a late season injury and put together a tremendous
year, breaking into the top 20 Division I rankings. He has to
develop a consistent work ethic to capitalize on his ability to
be SDSU’s first Division I qualifier in the 2006-07 season.”
PERSONAL: Majoring in engineering ... graduate of
Watertown High School
NEHL CAREER STATISTICS
Year Wins Losses Pins NCC   NCAA
2003 9 17 2 --- ---
2004 12 6 0 --- ---
2005 17 13 7 --- ---
Total 38 36 9 --- ---
ALTHOFF CAREER STATISTICS
Year Wins Losses Pins NCC   NCAA
2003 15 6 2 --- ---
2004 26 10 1 Third Fifth
2005 25 6 3 --- ---
Total 66 22 6 Third Fifth
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ANDY
EVERSON
Junior • 
Mitchell, S.D.
TRAVIS
GOTTSCHALK
Junior • 
Kimball, Minn.
157 174
JACKRABBIT WRESTLING
A ndy is back for his third season as a 165 pounder forthe Jackrabbits ... wrestled in 18 matches during the
2004-05 season ... collected one pin on the year ... went 13-
5 overall ... 2003-04: went 12-5 during the 2003 season
... posted a win over Minnesota State, Mankato in dual com-
petition ... 2002-03: went 11-6 in open competition ...
recorded three pins on the year
BEFORE SDSU: Captured back-to-back state titles as a
junior and senior ... three-time place-winner ...recorded a
136-16 record ... high school All-American
COACH’S COMMENTS: “Andy had excellent summer work-
outs, which will hopefully transfer into staying healthy and
having a great season. He is very competitive and hates to
lose.”
PERSONAL: Majoring in history ... graduate of Mitchell High
School
T ravis is back for his third season as a 174 pounder forthe Jackrabbits ... wrestled in 36 matches during the
2004-05 season ... collected one pin on the year ... went 17-
19 overall ... 2003-04: recorded five wins during the 2003
season ... posted three wins during dual competition ...
2002-03: redshirted for the Jackrabbits
BEFORE SDSU: Placed fifth in the state as a senior ... two-
time all-conference performer ... recorded a 110-54 record 
COACH’S COMMENTS: “Travis has an outstanding work ethic
and never give up attitude. He had 17 wins last season and
we expect him to continue fine tuning his style.”
PERSONAL: Majoring in mechanical engineering ... graduate
of Litchfield High School
EVERSON CAREER STATISTICS
Year Wins Losses Pins NCC   NCAA
2003 11 6 3 --- ---
2004 12 5 0 --- ---
2005 13 5 1 --- ---
Total 36 16 4 --- ---
GOTTSCHALK CAREER STATISTICS
Year Wins Losses Pins NCC   NCAA
2003 12 7 0 --- ---
2004 5 20 1 --- ---
2005 17 19 1 --- ---
Total 34 46 2 --- ---
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BRAD
GREGORY
Junior • 
Glenwood, Iowa      
LEVI
KREHMEYER
Junior • 
Gillette, Wyo.
141 184
JACKRABBIT WRESTLING
B rad is back for his third season as a 141 pounder forthe Jackrabbits ... wrestled in 19 matches during the
2004-05 season ... collected three pins on the year ... went
10-9 overall ... 2003-04: recorded three wins during the
2003 season ... was a Jackrabbit letterwinner ... 2002-03:
redshirted for the Jacks
BEFORE SDSU:Three-time state place-winner ... two-time
academic all-state performer ... recorded a 152-21 record 
COACH’S COMMENTS: “We expect Brad to challenge for a
starting spot. He has been a very dedicated team player that
always gives his best.”
PERSONAL: Majoring in mechanical engineering ... graduate
of Glenwood High School
L evi is back for his third season as a 184 pounder for theJackrabbits ... wrestled in 30 matches during the 2004-
05 season ... collected seven wins on the year ... 2003-04:
went 4-6 in open competition during the 2003 season ...
2002-03: transfer from junior-college
BEFORE SDSU:Two-time state place-winner ... head coach
was Tom Seamans 
COACH’S COMMENTS: “Levi makes sure there is never a dull
moment and he enjoys the sport of wrestling. We are looking
for Levi to have a break through season and contribute to the
team’s success.”
PERSONAL: Majoring in geography ... graduate of Campbell
County High School
GREGORY CAREER STATISTICS
Year Wins Losses Pins NCC   NCAA
2003 12 7 0 --- ---
2004 3 8 0 --- ---
2005 10 9 3 --- ---
Total 25 24 3 --- ---
KREHMEYER CAREER STATISTICS
Year Wins Losses Pins NCC   NCAA
2004 4 6 0 --- ---
2005 7 23 0 --- ---
Total 11 29 0 --- ---
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DUSTY
KAVITZ
Sophomore • 
Medford, Minn.
MARTIN
KONECHNE
Sophomore • 
Kimball, S.D.
141 141
JACKRABBIT WRESTLING
D usty is back for his second season as a 141 pounder forthe Jackrabbits ... wrestled in 26 matches during the
2004-05 season ... collected five pins on the year ... com-
piled a 15-11 overall record
BEFORE SDSU: Went 140-29 under head coach Dennis
Whitman ... was 26-9 as a senior ... finished third at state as
a senior ... was a member of the Minnesota Storm team 
COACH’S COMMENTS: “He came up with some timely wins
last year to give us momentum in duals. Dusty has shown he
is a big match wrestler who thrives under pressure.”
PERSONAL: Majoring in biological science ... graduate of
Medford High School
M artin is back for his second season as a 141 pounderfor the Jackrabbits ... did not wrestle during the 2004-
05 season due to injury ... 2003-04: redshirted during the
2004-05 season
BEFORE SDSU:Two-time state champion ... compiled a
136-21 record ... received academic all-state recognition ...
two-time all-state selection in football 
COACH’S COMMENTS: “Marty is a very technical and dedi-
cated wrestler. He can make a big difference for our pro-
gram.”
PERSONAL: Majoring in health, physical education and recre-
ation (HPER) ... brother is former Jackrabbit national champi-
on Paul Konechne ... graduate of Kimball High School
KAVITZ CAREER STATISTICS
Year Wins Losses Pins NCC   NCAA
2005 15 11 7 --- ---
Total 15 11 7 --- ---
KONECHNE CAREER STATISTICS
Year Wins Losses Pins NCC   NCAA
2004 0 0 0 --- ---
2005 0 0 0 --- ---
Total 0 0 0 --- ---
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JASON
STRIPLING
Sophomore • 
Minneota, Minn.
2005
SCHEDULE
•Six DI Duals at
Frost Arena     
HWT
JACKRABBIT WRESTLING
J ason is back for his second season as a heavyweight forthe Jackrabbits ... wrestled in 14 matches during the
2004-05 season ... collected three wins on the year
BEFORE SDSU: Went 80-45 under head coach Joe Skillings
... finished third at state as a senior ... has school record for
most points in single season (215) 
COACH’S COMMENTS: “Jason will be the starter at heavy-
weight. He is an outstanding student-athlete that has gained
more needed strength over the summer.”
PERSONAL: Majoring in civil engineering ... graduate of
Minneota High School
HERRBOLDT CAREER STATISTICS
Year Wins Losses Pins NCC   NCAA
2005 3 11 0 --- ---
Total 3 11 0 --- ---
NOVEMBER
5• WARREN WILLIAMSON/DAKTRONICS OPEN 9 A.M.
12• AT BISON OPEN 10 A.M.
12• AT HAROLD NICHOLS OPEN 10 A.M.
19• AT UNO OPEN 9 A.M.
DECEMBER
2-3• AT CLIFF KEEN INVITATIONAL TBA
17• NORTH CAROLINA STATE 7 P.M.
JANUARY
6-7• AT LONE STAR DUALS TBA
13-14• AT VIRGINIA DUALS TBA
21• PORTLAND STATE 7 P.M.
27• WYOMING 7 P.M.
28• AIR FORCE 7 P.M.
FEBRUARY
2• AT NORTHERN COLORADO 7 P.M.
4• AT UTAH VALLEY STATE 7 P.M.
10• NORTH DAKOTA STATE 7 P.M.
15• NORTHERN STATE 7 P.M.
17• AT NORTHERN IOWA 7 P.M.
19• AMERICAN UNIVERISTY 2 P.M.
Seniors: Chad Herrboldt, Cody Nehl and Chris Boub
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DAN
BONTE
Freshman • 
Garretson, S.D. 141
NICK
HERRBOLDT
Freshman • 
Scotland, S.D.
149
NICK
KULSETH
Freshman • 
Windom, Minn. 133
JERRY
CLARK
Freshman • 
Watertown, S.D. 133
JACKRABBIT WRESTLING
D an wrestled for Jason Bohl of Garretson High School ...four-time state champion ... compiled a 268-15 record
... 130-match winning streak, set national high school career
victories record 
COACH’S COMMENTS: “We are confident his accomplish-
ments in high school, will enable him to be successful at this
level. Dan has the determination to be a major contributer.”
PERSONAL: Plans to major in athletic training ... graduate of
Garretson High School
J erry wrestled for Norm Stethem of Hoven High School ...four-time state place-winner ... compiled a 179-20 record
... state champion senior year ... spent four years in the mili-
tary service 
COACH’S COMMENTS: “ Jerry will redshirt this season after
spending time overseas in Iraq. We expect him to push his
teammates and make them better.”
PERSONAL: Plans to major in economics ... graduate of
Hoven High School
N ick wrestled for Jim Kocer of Scotland High School ...four-time state place-winner ... compiled a 173-34
record  
COACH’S COMMENTS: “Nick will be a very reliable and intel-
ligent wrestler. He will need to add strength to help with his
development as a college wrestler.”
PERSONAL: Undecided about college major ... graduate of
Scotland High School ... brother is Jackrabbit senior Chad
Herrboldt
N ick wrestled for Dave Elg of Windom Area High School... three-time state champion ... compiled a 190-19
record ... rated seventh in the nation among 125-pounders ...
rated 69th overall wrestler in the nation by Intermat  
COACH’S COMMENTS: “Nick is a very talented wrestler. We
are looking for him to adapt his aggressive style to the colle-
giate level.”
PERSONAL: Undecided about college major ... graduate of
Windom Area High School
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ALAN
MARVIN
Freshman • 
Adrian, Mich. 125
CHRIS
MORAN
Freshman • 
Rapid City, S.D. 174
MATT
MOWER
Freshman • 
Ipswich, S.D. 149
RYAN
MEYER
Freshman • 
Parkston, S.D. 157
JACKRABBIT WRESTLING
A lan wrestled for Dennis Fox of Adrian High School inAdrian, Mich. ... three-time state place-winner ... com-
piled a 156-44 record ... went 46-6 as a senior  
COACH’S COMMENTS: “Alan will be the starter at 125
pounds. He will gain invaluable experience wrestling as a true
freshman.”
PERSONAL: Plans to major in consumer affairs ... graduate of
Adrian High School
R yan wrestled for Herb Harris of Parkston High School ...two-time state champion ... compiled a 228-26 record
... five-time state place-winner  
COACH’S COMMENTS: “He has a lot of natural ability and
will be a big asset to the team this year. Ryan has a bright
future for the Jacks in the middle weights.”
PERSONAL: Undecided about college major ... graduate of
Pakston High School
C hris wrestled for Brian Moser of Rapid City StevensHigh School ... 2005 South Dakota state champion ...
compiled a 142-24 record ... two-time all-state running back
in football  
COACH’S COMMENTS: “Chris is a very explosive and strong
wrestler. He is an outstanding student-athlete who will make
an impact in the upper weights.”
PERSONAL: Undecided about college major ... graduate of
Rapid City Stevens High School
M att wrestled for Wade Rausch of Ipswich High School... four-time state place-winner ... compiled a 200-62
record ... went 41-3 as a senior  
COACH’S COMMENTS: “Matt has a nice work ethic and fits
nicely into our program. He has a different style that always
keeps him in a match.”
PERSONAL: Plans to major in health, physical education and
recreation (HPER) ... graduate of Ipswich High School
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DEREK
PIRNER
Sophomore • 
U of Neb.,/
Elk Point, S.D. 133
TYLER
SORENSON
Freshman • 
Garretson, S.D. 184
BRANDON
STONER
Freshman • 
Fairbanks, Alaska     149
JUSTIN
RETALLIC
Freshman • 
Atlantic, Iowa      157
JACKRABBIT WRESTLING
D erek wrestled for the University of Nebraska last winter... will have three years of elgibility remaining 
HIGH SCHOOL: three-time state champion ... compiled a
241-26 record ... 2003 South Dakota Wrestler of the Year  
COACH’S COMMENTS: “Derek is a very aggressive and tal-
ented wrestler. We expect him to make an impact for the
Jacks after transferring from the University of Nebraska.”
PERSONAL: Plans to major in elementary education ... gradu-
ate of Elk Point-Jefferson High School
J ustin wrestled for Patrick Williams of Atlantic High Schoolin Atlantic, Iowa ... state place-winner his junior year ...
compiled a 123-27 record  
COACH’S COMMENTS: “Justin will wrestle right away as a
true freshman and provide depth in the middle weights. He
has a never die attitude and strives for a balanced wrestling
attack.”
PERSONAL: Plans to major in agricultural education ... gradu-
ate of Atlantic High School
T yler wrestled for Jason Bohl of Garretson High School ...four-time state place-winner ... compiled a 234-47
record ... 2005 South Dakota state champion  
COACH’S COMMENTS: “Tyler is a very talented and driven
wrestler. His motivation will help him develop.Tyler will be a
future force in the upper weights for the Jackrabbits.”
PERSONAL: Undecided about college major ... graduate of
Garretson High School
B randon wrestled for Thomas Ritchie of Lathrop HighSchool in Fairbanks, Alaska ... three-time state place-
winner ... compiled a 75-22 record  
COACH’S COMMENTS: “Brandon is an excellent fit for our
program and will compete as a true freshman. He came to
school at SDSU because of our strong academic and wrestling
tradition.”
PERSONAL: Plans to major in Construction Management ...
graduate of Lathrop High School
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Warren Williamson/Daktronics Open
Nov. 9 at Frost Arena
• Nate Althoff captured the 174 pound title at
the Warren Willamson/Daktronics open defeating
Andy Sinclair of Northern State University, 9-2.
The Jacks’ Brad Gregory and Dusty Kavitz
faced off against each other for third place in
141 pounds. Gregory won a 4-2 decision over
Kavitz to capture third place on the day.
Sophomore Chad Herrboldt received fourth place
in the 149 pound weight class.
In all, the Jacks had seven wrestlers make it
to the quarterfinals, four wrestlers make it to the
semifinals and one wrestler make it to the finals.
Harold Nichols Open
Nov. 13 at Fort Dodge, Iowa
• South Dakota State opened its season on the
road at the Harold Nichols Open in Fort Dodge,
Iowa.The Jackrabbits took 11 wrestlers to the
meet and recorded a 19-19 combined record.
Nate Althoff, a sophomore from  Watertown,
led the way for the Jacks with a 4-2 record.
Travis Gottschalk, a sophomore from Kimball,
Minn., went 3-2 during the day, while fellow
sophomore Andy Everson went 3-1. Cody Nehl,
Jason Stripling and Levi Krehmeyer went 2-2 on
the day.
Kaufman Brand Open
Nov. 20 at Omaha, Neb.
• Nathan Althoff and Travis Gottschalk each
placed in the top four of their respective weight
classes in the 20-and-under division to lead the
South Dakota State University wrestling team at
the Kaufman-Brand Open.
Althoff, a sophomore from Watertown, finished
second at 165 punds in the 20-and-under divi-
sion, losing by fall in 5 minutes, 32 seconds to
Brandon Mason of Oklahoma State.
Gottschalk, a sophomore from Kimball, won
his first three matches in the 174-pound weight
class to advance to the semifinals.
Combined, 10 Jackrabbit wrestlers went 15-
19 in the 20-and-under division.
DAKTRONICS OPEN UNI OPEN UNO OPEN
NORTHERN IOWA OPEN UNIVERSITY OF MARY DUAL PRINCETON DUAL
OREGON DUALS VIRGINIA DUALS NORTHERN COLORADO DUAL
Northern Iowa Open
Dec. 5 at Cedar Falls, Iowa
• Nathan Althoff placed in the top four in his
respective weight class to lead the South Dakota
State University wrestling team Sunday at the
Northern Iowa Open.
Althoff, finished fourth at 165 pounds, losing
a 6-5 decision to Nick Baima of UNI in the
third-place match. Althoff finished the day with a
3-2 record.
Chad Herrboldt, won his first two matches in
the 149-pound weight class to advance to the
quarterfinals and finish the day with a 2-2
record.
Jackrabbit wrestlers went 9-18 on the day.
SDSU 30, U of Mary 15
Dec. 9 at Frost Arena
• The Jackrabbits opened the dual season with a
30-15 victory over the University of Mary Dec. 9
at Frost Arena.
SDSU won seven weights, including a pin by
Travis Gottschalk at 174 pounds. SDSU also
picked up a forfeit at 125 and had major deci-
sions by Andy Everson at 157, Cody Nehl at 197
and Chris Werth at 133 pounds.
Other winners for the Jackrabbits included
Nate Althoff at 165 pounds and 149-pounder
Chad Herrboldt, who both won by decision.
SDSU 18, Princeton 15
Dec. 10 at the Barn
• A pin at 125 was the difference as South
Dakota State edged Princeton 18-15.
Each team won five weights in the dual held
in the Intramural Building (The Barn) on the
SDSU campus, the first varsity athletic event in
the facility since January 1973. A crowd of 300,
including a group of former Jackrabbit wrestlers
who competed in The Barn, watched the action.
The difference in the team score came in the
second match of the night, when SDSU’s Marcus
Waters pinned Princeton’s Audrey Pang in 29
seconds.
Oregon Duals
Jan. 8 at Redmond, Ore.
• The South Dakota State University wrestling
team defeated Portland State (Ore.) 29-20 to
finish the Oregon Classic Duals with a 1-2
record.
The Jackrabbits, opened the day-long tourna-
ment against Division I competition with a 34-
12 defeat at the hands of the University of
Oregon. In the second match of the day, the
University of Pacific (Calif.) won a decision in the
final match of the dual at 133 pounds to claim a
22-20 victory over SDSU.
Six different Jackrabbit wrestlers won two
matches on the day.
Virginia Duals
Jan. 14-15 at Hampton, Va.
•  The South Dakota State wrestlers captured the
American College Division title defeating
Duquesne (Pa.) 29-12 in the final round of the
Virginia Duals.
The Jackrabbits, went 3-0 in competition at
the tournament.
Andy Everson and Nate Althoff went 3-0 in
their respective weight divisions at the duals,
while Chris Werth went 2-1 in Virginia.
Senior Cody Nehl recorded three straight pins
at 197 pounds to go 3-0 in competition.
The Jackrabbits improved to 6-2 in duals up
to that point in the season.
UNC 31, SDSU 12
Jan. 22 at Frost Arena
• The South Dakota State wrestlers picked up
three wins against the Bears, but lost to
Northern Colorado 31-12.
Nate Althoff put the Jackrabbits on the board
with a 9-4 decision over John White in the 165-
pound weight class. Althoff moved to 25-6 with
the victory.
Junior Cody Nehl recorded a pin in 6 minutes,
30 seconds at 197 pounds for SDSU, while Chad
Herrboldt defeated Nathan Gerrard in a 5-4
decision.
2004-05 Match Recap
JACKRABBIT WRESTLING
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Wyoming 31, SDSU 15
Jan. 28 at Laramie, Wyo.
• The South Dakota State University wrestling
team dropped to 6-4 in duals last season with a
31-15 loss at the University of Wyoming.
The Jackrabbits picked up three victories in
three weight classes.Travis Gottschalk put SDSU
on the board with a forfeit victory at 174 pounds
and Cody Nehl followed with a victory by injury
default at 197. Freshman Dusty Kavitz rounded
out the SDSU effort with a decision at 141
pounds.
Air Force 37, SDSU 12
Jan. 29 at Colorado Springs, Colo.
• Air Force recorded five pins, sending South
Dakota State to its third consecutive wrestling
dual defeat.
With the 37-12 defeat, the Jackrabbits fell to
6-5 overall, including a 5-4 mark against D-I
opposition.
SDSU started the match on a high note as
junior 149-pounder Chad Herrboldt recorded a
third-period pin over Josh Peterson.
Winners by decision for the Jackrabbits includ-
ed 174-pounder  Travis Gottschalk and 197-
pounder Cody Nehl. Nehl ran his winning streak
to eight with a 5-2 victory over Brenden Mclean.
SDSU 21, SMSU 15
Feb. 5 at Frost Arena
• The South Dakota State University wrestling
team defeated Southwest Minnesota State 21-
15.The Jackrabbits recorded five wins on the
day, with one of them being by forfeit.
Scott Revier, a senior from Olivia, Minn. led
the way for the Jacks, pinning Richard Roesler in
the first period. Chris Werth a sophomore from
St. James, Minn. defeated Jurt Smith, winning his
match 14-8, while freshman Dusty Kavitz had a
decision over Jeff Cooley, 4-3. Sophomore, Levi
Krehmeyer decisioned Ryan Gosch 10-3 in the
184-pound weight class. Alex Watkins won by
forfeit.
WYOMING DUAL AIR FORCE DUAL SW MINNESOTA STATE DUAL
NORTHERN IOWA DUAL DAKOTA WESLEYAN DUAL NORTHERN STATE DUAL
MILLERSVILLE DUAL AMERICAN UNIVERSITY DUAL NORTH DAKOTA STATE DUAL
Northern Iowa 34, SDSU 3
Feb. 11 at Frost Arena
•  Thirteen-ranked Northern Iowa won nine of
ten weights as the Panthers defeated South
Dakota State 34-3.
UNI’s victories included technical falls at 165
and 174 and a first-period pin at 197.
SDSU’s victory came at 141 where freshman
Dusty Kavitz rallied from a 6-1 deficit to defeat
Justin Swaffer 8-6. Kavitz had a reversal and
two-point near fall at the end of the second
period to close within 6-5, then got an escape to
open the third period and went ahead with a
takedown with 1:03 to go.
SDSU 28, Dakota Wesleyan 18
Feb. 15 at Frost Arena
• South Dakota State overcame a forfeit and
two pins to defeat Dakota Wesleyan.
The Jacks tied the match at 6-6 on decisions
by Cody Nehl and Scott Revier.
The Jacks won three straight weights, includ-
ing a pin by Brad Gregory at 141, a 7-4 deci-
sion by Chad Herrboldt at 149 and an overtime
decision by Alex Watkins at 157.
Travis Gottschalk ended the night with a 10-1
major decision at 174.
SDSU 23, Northern State 15
Feb. 15 at Frost Arena
• SDSU claimed decisions in a couple of early
key matches and built a 23-6 lead before
Northern won the last three weights.
Northern took a 3-0 lead when Todd Naasz
won an overtime decision against Levi
Krehmeyer at 184, but the Jacks won at 197
and heavyweight to get the lead.
At 197, Cody Nehl used an escape, takedown
and three-point near fall in the third period
along with a 1:19 riding time advantage for a
major decision over Cory Wellnitz.
Chris Werth won a 2-1 decision at 133
against Brandon Haman in another key match.
Millersville 25, SDSU 12
Feb. 18 at Millersville, Pa.
•  The South Dakota State University wrestling
team lost to Millersville (Pa.) 25-12.The
Jackrabbits recorded three wins on the day, with
one of them being by forfeit.
Chris Werth put the Jacks on the board with a
forfeit victory at 133 pounds and Todd Opdahl
followed with a 7-1 decision at 165 pounds.
Cody Nehl rounded out the SDSU effort with a
4-3 decision over Jeremy Wampler at 197
pounds.
With the loss SDSU moved to 9-7 in dual
competition, while Millersville moved to 7-6-1
and avenged an earlier loss to SDSU.
SDSU 27, American University 19
Feb. 20 at Washington, D.C.
• South Dakota State defeated American
University 27-19.The Jacks started things with a
pin by Cody Nehl at 197. American tied it with a
pin at heavyweight, then SDSU won the next
three weights by forfeit for a 24-6 lead. SDSU’s
other victory came at 184, a 10-5 decision by
Cody Nehl.
North Dakota State 35, SDSU 3
Feb. 25 at Fargo, N.D.
• The South Dakota State University wrestling
team lost to former North Central Conference foe
North Dakota State, 34-6 Friday night.The
Jackrabbits recorded two wins on the day.
Dusty Kavitz put the Jacks on the board with
an 8-7 decision over Lucas Christianson. Kavitz
used a riding time advantage of 1 minute and
29 seconds to win the match. Chad Herrboldt
followed that up with a 3-2 decision at 149
pounds. Herrboldt recorded a takedown with 43
seconds remaining in the match for the victory.
With the loss, SDSU ended its dual season at
10-8, while North Dakota State moved to 10-4.
2004-05 Match Recap
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JON MADSEN
JEREMY ROE
PAUL KONECHNE TYLER BRYANT
AARON VESKRNA
TYLER JONES
JACKRABBIT ALL-AMERICANS UNDER COACH LILES
1994
•Mark Echevarria 150 Fifth
•Chad Lamer 177 First
•Justin Blasius 190 First
•Brad Loeffler Hwt Fifth
1995
•Josh Sammons 142 Fourth
•Chad Lamer 177 First
•Brad Loeffler Hwt Fifth
1996
•Travis King 142 Fourth
•Pat Timm 167 Seventh
•Jeremy Pascoe 177 Third
•Chad Lamer 190 First
•Ryan Resel Hwt Fourth
1997
•Chad Wickman 118 Sixth
•Adam Feldman 126 First
•Jeremy Pascoe 177 Third
•Ryan Resel Hwt First
1998
•Chad Wickman 118 Fourth
•Paul Konechne 134 Sixth
•Travis King 150 First
•Pat Timm 177 Third
•Ryan Resel Hwt First
1999
•Scott Braun 133 Second
•Paul Konechne 141 Second
•Tyler Jones 174 Third
•Ryan Resel Hwt Second
2000
•Scott Braun 133 Second
•Paul Konechne 141 First
•Aaron Veskrna 149 Seventh
•Tyler Bryant 165 Eighth
•Tyler Jones 174 Sixth
•Jon Madsen Hwt First
2001
•Ryan O’Connor 125 Sixth
•Paul Konechne 141 First
•Aaron Veskrna 149 Third
•Tyler Bryant 165 Fourth
•Todd Paszek 184 Third
•Jon Madsen Hwt Second
2002
•Aaron Veskrna 157 Third
•Tyler Bryant 165 Second
•Tyler Jones 184 Second
•Todd Paszek 197 Third
•Jon Madsen Hwt Seventh
2003
•Bryan Cowdin 174 Seventh
•Tyler Jones 184 Second
•Tim Boldt 197 Fifth
2004
•Jeremy Roe 149 Sixth
•Nate Althoff 165 Fifth
National Champions
•Brian Loeffler 177
•Chad Lamer 190
•Justin Blasius 190
•Adam Feldman 126
•Ryan Resel Hwt
•Travis King 150
•Jon Madsen Hwt
•Paul Konechne 141
Team National Championship
•Runner-up 1998
•Runner-up 2000
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DEE BRAINERD
DAVE CORNEMANN
KIRK SIMET
PAT DORN
JEFF HOHERTZ
DON TRAPP
All-TIME JACKRABBIT ALL-AMERICANS 
1963
Dee Brainerd 130 First
Jim Perkins 137 Second
Lyle Voss 158 Third
Roger Eischens 190 Third   
1965
Frank Murphy 115 Third
Wayne Paulsen 130 Second   
1966  
Paul Thomas 190 Second
Mick Hurlburt Hwt Fourth   
1967
Jerry Smith 130 Third
Jon McNitt 167 Second   
1968
Jerry Smith 130 Second
Jon McNitt 167 Second
Greg Schmidt 115 Second   
1969
Greg Schmidt 115 Third
John Rembold 137 Third   
1970
Greg Schmidt 118 Second
Don Trapp 177 First
Keith Engels 142 Sixth   
1971
Stan Opp 118 Second   
1972
Stan Opp 118 Fifth
Mike Engels 150 Second   
1973
Stan Opp 118 Second
Gerry Person 167 Third
Dick Vliem 190 Fifth
1974
Mike Engels 158 Second
1976
Rick Jensen 126 First
Kirk Simet 142 Sixth
1977
Rick Jensen 134 Second
Jeff Hohertz 177 First   
1978
Matt Long 134 Third
Kirk Simet 150 First   
1979
Rick Jensen 142 Second
Al Minor 190 First   
1980
Jay Swanson 134 Sixth
Randy Goette 142 Eighth
Kent Haake 167 Seventh
Jeff Hohertz 177 Fifth   
1981
Jeff Hohertz 177 First
Wally Zastrow Hwt Seventh   
1982
Jack Sathe 126 Eighth
Randy Goette 150 Seventh
Ed Lohr 190      Eighth
1983
Dave Cornemann 167 Sixth   
1984
Don Cox 158 Third
Dave Cornemann 167 First
Al Holleman Hwt Eighth   
1985
Vince McCullough 134 Second
Jim Strande 142 Eighth
Jeff Lueders 177 Eighth
Al Holleman Hwt Third
1986
Bryan Guzzo 118 Seventh
Perry Fink 142 Sixth
Al Holleman Hwt Fourth   
1987
Pat Dorn 134 First
Hazen Bye 150 Sixth
Kyle Jensen Hwt Seventh   
1988
Bryan Guzzo 118 Sixth
Pat Dorn 134 First
Perry Fink 150 Fourth
Paul Koenig 190 Fifth   
1989
Bryan Guzzo 118 Fifth
Pat Dorn 134 Sixth
Perry Fink 150 Fourth
Barney Drenth Hwt Fourth   
1990
Mike Pankratz 126 Sixth
Brian Loeffler 177 Eighth
Greg Sayler 190 Eighth
Paul Koenig Hwt Second   
1991
Mike Pankratz 126 Fifth
Brian Loeffler 177 Fifth
Greg Sayler 190 Eighth
Barney Drenth Hwt Fourth   
1992
Mike Pankratz 126 Fifth
Chad Lamer 167 Eighth
Brian Loeffler 177 Sixth
1993
Mike Pankratz 126 Third
Tim Wishard 158 Seventh
Brian Loeffler 177 First
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Jackrabbit Coaching Leaders
Head coach 1993-present
Dual Record: 115-71-1
Head coach 1957-73
Dual Record: 134-74-9
Head coach 1985-93
Dual Record: 87-32-3
Head coach 1978-81
Dual Record: 33-23-1
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Head coach 1974-75
Dual Record: 21-10-0
Head coach 1976-77
Dual Record: 21-6-1
Head coach 1982-84
Dual Record: 20-17-0
Head coach 1969
Dual Record: 11-2-0
SDSU Career Coaching Record
Coach Years Years Won Lost Tied  NCC Champs
Wally Johnson, 1950-51 1 3 4 0 0
Harold Holmes, 1952-55 5 18 22 1 0
Lester Gieneart, 1956 1 1 10 1 0
Warren Williamson, 1957-68, 70-73 16 134 74 9 3
Frank Kurtenbach, 1969 1 11 2 0 0
Greg Schmidt, 1974-75 2 21 10 0 0
Mickey Martin, 1976-77 2 21 6 1 0
Terry Linander, 1978-81 4 33 23 2 1
Ralph Manning, 1982-84 3 20 17 0 0
Mike Engels, 1985-93 9 87 32 3 0
Jason Liles, 1993-present 12 115 71 1 1
Totals --- 53 470 271 18 5
Liles Year by Year Results
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Record: Won 17, Lost 4
Head Coach: Jason Liles
SDSU                                Opp
49 Huron 0
57 Minnesota-West 0
37 Ridgewater 9
40 Augustana 3
28 SDSU Yellow 21
28 Northern Colorado 9
38 West Liberty 6
29 Carson-Newman 12
28 Findlay 6
15 Pitt-Johnstown 16
27 Central Misouri State 9
32 Ashland 9
30 Nebraska-Kearney 12
28 Central Oklahoma 11
38 St. Cloud State 9
19 Mankato State 27
32 Southwest State 12
16 Nebraska-Omaha 20
39 North Dakota 10
16 North Dakota State 32
43 Augustana 6
Record: Won 5, Lost 6
Head Coach: Jason Liles
SDSU                                Opp
33 Southwest State 9
17 Northern Colorado 28
15 North Dakota State 31
15 Mankato State 23
36 St. Cloud State 9
16 Central Oklahoma 26
18 Nebraska-Omaha 25
32 Northern State 21
38 Northwestern 18
21 North Dakota 28
33 Augustana 16
Record: Won 4, Lost 6
Head Coach: Jason Liles
SDSU                                Opp
27 Southern Colorado 18
16 Northern Colorado 21
28 Southwest State 18
30 North Dakota 14
3 North Dakota St. 38
18 St. Cloud State 20
13 Mankato State 30
9 Central Oklahoma 38
9 Nebraska-Omaha 31
25 Augustana 13
Record: Won 10, Lost 2
Head Coach: Jason Liles
SDSU                                Opp
6 #Iowa 29
18 Northern Colorado 25
34 North Dakota 9
34 St. Cloud State 6
23 Mankato State 15
19 Nebraska-Omaha 13
30 Southern Colorado 6
40 Augustana 3
38 Southwest State 4
39 Moorhead State 3
44 Northern State 6
23 North Dakota State 9
#at Philip, SD
Record: Won 8, Lost 2
Head Coach: Jason Liles
SDSU                                Opp
6 #Iowa 38
28 Northern Colorado 12
24 St. Cloud State 12
30 Mankato State 15
30 North Dakota 10
24 North Dakota State 10
16 Nebraska-Omaha 21
41 Northern State 6
37 Augustana 12
39 Southwest State 12
# at Spencer, IA
1993-94
Jason Liles
12 Years of Excellence
115-71-1
1994-95 1995-96
1996-97 1997-98
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Record: Won 12, Lost 9
Head Coach: Jason Liles
SDSU                                Opp
19 Wis-LaCrosse 23
0 Wisconsin 45
20 Northern Colorado 13
30 Mary 17
23 Northern State 11
48 Western State 6
13 Central Oklahoma 22
34 St. Cloud State 15
19 Augustana 24
16 North Dakota State 26
19 MSU, Moorhead 16
13 North Dakota State 26
25 Coe College 17
32 Buena Vista 12
40 Dana 6
30 Simpson 12
10 Augsburg 32
25 St. Cloud State 15
16 MSU, Mankato 23
22 Augustana 18
17 Nebraska-Omaha 24
Record: Won 15, Lost 7
Head Coach: Jason Liles
SDSU                                Opp
11 Wyoming 32
4 Iowa 45
27 Augustana 15
46 Northern State 0
47 Minnesota-West 3
23 Nebraska-Kearney 12
32 Colorado Mines 13
23 Northern Colorado 15
6 Nebraska 38
45 Northern State 3
51 Southwest State 6
26 Moorhead State 13
29 Wisconsin-Parkside 9
22 Carson-Newman 12
12 Nebraska-Omaha 21
30 Nebraska-Kearney 15
25 Central Oklahoma 19
15 St. Cloud State 22
22 MSU, Mankato 14
12 Nebraska-Omaha 22
6 North Dakota St. 35
29 Augustana 12
Record: Won 12, Lost 4
Head Coach: Jason Liles
SDSU                                Opp
0 Iowa 47
33 Briar Cliff 9
33 Northern Colorado 9
18 North Dakota State 21
33 Adams State 9
31 St. Cloud State 9
28 Central Oklahoma 5
31 St. Cloud State 9
27 MSU, Mankato 3
25 Moorhead State 15
39 Southwest State 9
9 Nebraska-Omaha 24
12 Augsburg 26
31 Augustana 15
Record: Won 9, Lost 5 
Tied 1
Head Coach: Jason Liles
SDSU                                Opp
25 Northern Colorado 16
22 Southwest State 26
17 Nebraska-Omaha 19
37 Shippensburg 12
29 St. Cloud State 10
9 Central Oklahoma 28
24 Central Washington 16
24 Ashland 10
31 St. Cloud State 15
20 MSU, Mankato 20
35 Northern State 9
34 MSU, Moorhead 10
9 North Dakota State 28
15 Augsburg 17
34 Augustana 9
Record: Won 9, Lost 8
Head Coach: Jason Liles
SDSU                                Opp
9 Wyoming 38
37 Carleton 12
47 Concordia-Moorhead 9
27 MSU, Moorhead 12
30 Northern Colorado 12
6 Nebraska-Omaha 37
27 Gannon 19
6 Ashland 34
21 Augustana 26
20 Chadron State 18
18 St. Cloud State 30
18 MSU,Mankato 30
31 Northern State 19
13 North Dakota State 27
16 Augsburg 33
28 Southwest State 19
24 Augustana 19
1998-99
Three-time Division II  
All-American
Tyler Bryant
1999-00 2000-01
2001-02
2002-03
JACKRABBIT WRESTLING
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Record: Won 4, Lost 10
Head Coach: Jason Liles
SDSU                                Opp
9 Northern Iowa 23
18 Princeton 24
43 Mary 6
21 Northern State 19
12 Adams State 25
15 Nebraska-Kearney 26
31 St. Cloud State 9
16 Minn. St. Mankato 23
3 Nebraska-Omaha 31
10 Augsburg 25
24 SW Minn. St. 15
3 North Dakota State 31
17 Minn. St. Mankato 19
7 Augustana 30
Record: Won 10, Lost 8 
Division I Independent
Head Coach: Jason Liles
SDSU                                Opp
30 University of Mary 15
18 Princeton University 15
12 Oregon 34
20 Pacific 22
29 Portland State 20
21 Millersville (Pa.) 19
31 Davidson (N.C.) 15
29 Duquesne (Pa.) 12
12 Northern Colorado 31
15 Wyoming 31
12 Air Force 37
21 Southwest Minn. St. 15
3 Northern Iowa 34
28 Northern State 18
23 Dakota Wesleyan 15
12 Millersville (Pa.) 25
27 American 19
6 North Dakota St. 34
2003-04 2004-05
Dusty Kavitz vs. 13th ranked Northern Iowa 
02/11/2005
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NWCA ALL-ACADEMIC Selections
2004 
Tim Boldt General Engineering
2003 
Tyler Bryant Biology
Tim Boldt General Engineering
Kris Dozark Environmental Management
Shawn Vanhove Pre-engineering
2002  
Tyler Bryant Economics
Kris Dozark Environmental Management
2001  
Tyler Bryant Economics
Paul Konechne Electrical Engineering
Kris Dozark Environmental Management
2000
Scott Braun Engineering
Tyler Bryant Economics
Paul Konechne Electrical Engineering
Toby Bryant Education
Kris Dozark Environmental Management
Corey Mettler Engineering
1989
Paul Koenig Commercial Econ
Jason Wurth Biology
1988
Paul Koenig Commercial Econ
Mick Harding Biology
Mark Donovan Commercial Econ
1986
Doug Cox Microbiology
Al Holleman Animal Science
1994
Chuck Cinco Electrical Engineering
Josh Sammons Physical Therapy
1993
Brian Loeffler Agronomy
1992
Troy Johnson HPER
Brian Loeffler Agronomy
Brad Loeffler Agronomy
Brendon Matthew Chemistry
1991 
Brian DeJong Political Science
Brian Loeffler Agronomy
Jason Wurth Biology
1990
Brendon Matthew Chemistry
Paul Koenig Ag Business
Jason Wurth Biology
Mick Harding Biology
1980’SEARLY 1990’S
1999
Toby Bryant Biology
Chad Wickman English     
Scott Braun Engineering 
Paul Konechne Electrical Engineering 
Aaron Althoff Mechanical Engineering
1998
Chad Wickman English
Pat Timm Hisory
Howard Fullhart Wildlife and Fisheries
Glen Peterson Nursing
Aaron Althoff Mechanical Engineering
1997
Josh Sammons Physical Therapy
Howard Fullhart Wildlife and Fisheries
Chad Wickman English
1996      
Josh Sammons Physical Therapy
Pat Timm History
Howard Fullhart Wildlife and Fisheries
1995
Josh Sammons Physical Therapy
Ray Ringstmeyer Geography
LATE 1990’S2000’S
Tyler Bryant
2000-2003 selection
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1960’s NCC Winners
1970’s NCC Winners 1980’s NCC Winners
115 Pounds
Greg Schmidt 1969-1968
Frank Murphy 1966
1965
118 Pounds
Greg Schmidt 1969-1968
Frank Murphy 1966-1965
123 Pounds
Russ King 1969
Jerry Smith 1966
Don Miller 1965-1964
Jerry Smith 1966
Don Miller 1965-1964
130 Pounds
Jerry Smith 1968-1967
Don Miller 1966
Wayne Paulsen 1965-1964
134 Pounds
Jerry Smith 1968-1967
Don Miller 1966
Wayne Paulsen 1965-1964
137 Pounds
John Rembold 1969-1968
Stan Lambert 1966
Al Morton 1965
Marv Sherril 1964
142 Pounds
Stan Lambert 1966
Al Morton 1965
Marv Sherill 1964
145 Pounds
Keith Engels 1969
Stan Lambert 1968
John Hollman 1967
Darrel Smith 1966
147 Pounds
Terry Linander 1965
150 Pounds
Sid Fosheim 1968
Dennis Campbell 1967
Terry Linander 1966-1965
152 Pounds
Sid Fosheim 1969-1968
Dennis Campbell 1967
Terry Linander 1966
157 Pounds
Mike Kain 1965
Darrel Smith 1964
158 Pounds
Dennis Campbell 1966
160 Pounds
Jim Koch 1969-1968-1967
Dennis Campbell 1966
166 Pounds
Jon McNitt 1969
Don Trapp 1968
Jon McNitt 1967
Mike Kain 1966
Bill Taggert 1965-1964
177 Pounds
Don Trapp 1969
Jon McNitt 1968
Phil Neu 1966
Darrel Smith 1965
Duane Dean 1964
190 Pounds
Dave Westbrook 1964
191 Pounds
Luther Onken 1969
Mike Kain 1968
Paul Thomas 1967-1966
Duane Dean 1965
Dave Westbrook 1964
Heavyweight
Mick Hurlburt 1966-1965-1964
118 Pounds
Bryan Guzzo 1988-1987-1986
Ed Peterson 1981
126 Pounds
Jack Sathe 2nd 1982
134 Pounds
Pat Dorn 1988-1987-1986
Vince McCullough 1984
John Wiley 1981
Jay Swanson 1980
142 Pounds
Perry Fink 1987-1986
Jim Strande 1985-1984
Randy Goette 1981
150 Pounds
Chad Gutenkauf 1986
Perry Fink 1989-1988
Hazen Bye 1987
Randy Goette 1982
Paul Windschitl 1980
167 Pounds
Bud Postma 1985
177 Pounds
Jeff Lueders 1985
Jeff Hohertz 1981
190 Pounds
Paul Koenig 1988-1987
Ed Lohr 1983-1982
Paul Nooyen 1980
Heavyweight 
Kyle Jensen 1987
Al Holleman 1986-1985
Wally Zastrow 1981
118 Pounds
Ron Teague 1977
Lee Crabtree 1974
Stan Opp 1973-1972-1971
Greg Schmidt 1970
126 Pounds
Rick Jensen 1976-1975
Pat Suiter 1972
Dale Suiter 1973
134 Pounds
Tom Hayes 1974
Rick Jensen 1977
Al Norstrup 1973
142 Pounds
Rick Jensen 1979
Al Norstrup 1975-1974
Keith Engels 1971
150 Pounds
Kirk Simet 1978
Don Johnson 1973
Mike Engels 1972-1971
Mike Day 1970
158 Pounds
Kirk Simet 1979
Craig Onufer 1976
Mike Engels 1974-1973
167 Pounds
Gerry Person 1972
Greg Holtquist 1971
177 Pounds
Jeff Hohertz 1978-1977
Steve Herum 1974
John Anderson 1973-1972
Don Trapp 1970
190 Pounds
Don Oswald 1976
Dick Vliem 1973-1972
Heavyweight 
Jim Murray 1973
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1990’s NCC Winners 2000’s NCC Winners
South Dakota State • North Central Conference : 1964-2004
118 Pounds
Chad Wickman 1998
1997
125 Pounds
Chad Wickman 1999
126 Pounds
Adam Feldman 1997-1996
Mike Pankratz 1993-1992-1991
133 Pounds
Scott Braun 1999
134 Pounds
Paul Konechne 1998
Josh Sammons 1997
Troy Wallman 1991
141 Pounds
Paul Konechne 1999
142 Pounds
Travis King 1997
1996
150 Pounds
Mark Echerarria 1994
Chad Gutenkauf 1990
158 Pounds
Travis King 1998
Howard Fullhart 1996
167 Pounds
Justin Blasius 1993
174 Pounds
Tyler Jones 1999
177 Pounds
Pat Timm 1998
Jeremy Pascoe 1997-1996
Chad Lamer 1995
Brian Loeffler 1992-1991-1990
190 Pounds
Chad Lamer 1996
Justin Blasisus 1994
Brian Loeffler 1993
Heavyweight
Ryan Resel 1999-1998-1997-1996
Brad Loeffler 1995-1994
Barney Drenth 1991
Paul Koenig 1990
133 Pounds
Kris Dozark 2003
Scott Braun 2000
141 Pounds
Jeremy Roe 2003-2002
Paul Konechne 2001-2000
149 Pounds
Jeremy Roe 2004
Jared Barnes 2003
Aaron Veskrna 2001-2000
157 Pounds
Joe Kenton 2004
Aaron Veskrna 2002
165 Pounds
Nate Althoff 2004
Tyler Bryant 2003-2002
2001
2000
174 Pounds
Bryan Cowdin 2003
Tyler Jones 2000
184 Pounds
Tyler Bryant 2002
Todd Paszek 2001
197 Pounds
Tim Bodlt 2004
Tim Boldt 2003
Todd Paszek 2002
Heavyweight
Craig Martinmaas 2004
Jon Madsen 2002-2001-2000
*Note:2004 results combined with North
Regional
Don Trap
p   Paul Konechne
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Opponent                  First Mtg           Last Mtg        W-L-T
Adams State 1984-85 2003-04 1-2-0
Air Force 1992-93 2004-05 0-2-0
American University 2004-05 2004-05 1-0-0
Army 1972-73 1972-73 1-0-0
Ashland 1997-98 2001-02 2-1-0
Augsburg 1999-00 2003-04 0-5-0
Augustana 1965-66 2003-04 35-15-0
Bemidji State 1959-60 1960-61 2-0-0
Black Hills State 1959-60 1961-62 3-0-0
Boise State 1976-77 1976-77 1-0-0
Briar Cliff 1999-00 1999-00 1-0-0
Brigham Young 1971-72 1971-72 1-0-0
Buena Vista 1988-89 2002-03 2-0-0
Cal Poly-SLO 1972-73 1972-73 0-1-0
Carleton 1949-50 2001-02 3-0-0
Carson-Newman 1997-98 1998-99 2-0-0
Central Missouri 1987-88 1997-98 2-0-0
Central Oklahoma 1972-73 2002-03 4-6-0
Central Washington 2000-01 2000-01 1-0-0
Chadron State 2001-02 2001-02 1-0-0
Coe(IA) 2002-03 2002-03 1-0-0
Concordia (Moorhead) 1956-57 2001-02 5-0-1
Colorado 1967-68 1967-68 1-0-0
Colorado Mines 1953-54 1998-99 6-2-0
Colorado State 1953-54 1955-56 0-1-1
Cornell (IA) 1954-55 1955-56 0-2-0
Dana(NE) 2002-03 2002-03 1-0-0
Dakota State 1972-73 1972-73 1-0-0
Dakota Wesleyan 2004-05 2004-05 1-0-0
Davidson (N.C.) 2004-05 2004-05 1-0-0
Denver University 1955-56 1955-56 0-1-0
Duquesne (Pa.) 2004-05 2004-05 1-0-0
Eastern Illinois 1970-71 1970-71 0-1-0
Findlay 1997-98 1997-98 1-0-0
Florida International 1978-79 1978-79 1-0-0
Fort Hays State 1987-88 1999-00 3-0-0
Gannon 2001-02 2001-02 1-0-0
Grinnell 1954-55 1954-55 1-0-0
Huron 1980-81 1997-98 4-0-0
Illinois State 1966-67 1974-75 3-2-0
Iowa 1995-96 1999-00 0-4-0
Iowa State 1951-52 1976-77 0-8-0
Luther 1951-52 1953-54 2-0-0
Kansas State 1950-51 1974-75 10-8-0
Macalester 1949-50 1950-51 3-0-0
Mary(ND) 2002-03 2003-04 3-0-0
Millersville (Pa.) 2004-05 2004-05 1-1-0
Minnesota State, Mankato 1950-51 2003-04 23-26-2
Minnesota 1949-50 1978-79 4-20-0
Minnesota (West) 1997-98 1998-99 2-0-0
Minnesota-Morris 1969-70 1991-92 22-1-0
Opponent                 First Mtg          Last Mtg        W-L-T
Missouri 1961-62 1970-71 2-1-0
Minnesota State, Moorhead 1956-57 2003-04 15-1-0
Morningside 1968-69 1978-79 6-0-0
Navy 1970-71 1970-71 1-0-0
Nebraska 1949-50 1998-99 17-11-2
Nebraska-Kearney 1977-78 2003-04 4-1-0
Nebraska-Omaha 1949-50 2003-04 9-25-2
North Dakota State 1958-59 2004-05 18-31-0
North Dakota 1963-64 1997-98 27-5-0
Northern Colorado 1967-68 2004-05 18-5-0
Northern Illinois 1966-67 1969-70 1-2-0
Northern Iowa 1953-54 2004-05 3-28-1
Northern Michigan 1979-80 1984-85 1-3-0
Northern State 1961-62 2004-05 26-0-0
Northwestern 1974-75 1974-75 0-1-0
Northwestern, IA 1990-91 1993-94 4-0-0
Northwest Missouri 1968-69 1986-87 4-0-0
Oklahoma 1969-70 1969-70 0-1-0
Oregon 2004-05 2004-05 0-1-0
Pacific 2004-05 2004-05 0-1-0
Pitt-Johnstown 1997-98 1997-98 0-1-0
Portland State 2004-05 2004-05 1-0-0
Princeton 2003-04 2003-04 1-1-0
Ridgewater 1997-98 1997-98 1-0-0
San Francisco State 1987-88 1987-88 1-0-0
Shippensburg 2000-01 2000-01 1-0-0
South Dakota 1963-64 1976-77 12-0-0
South Dakota Tech 1955-56 1961-62 5-0-0
Southern Colorado 1986-87 1995-96 3-0-0
Southern Illinois 1967-68 1967-68 0-1-0
Southwest Missouri 1975-76 1986-87 4-0-0
Southwest Minnesota State 1970-71 2004-05 29-4-0
St. Cloud State 1951-52 2003-04 37-14-1
St. John's 1952-53 1954-55 3-0-0
Upper Iowa 1972-73 1972-73 1-0-0
Utah State 1977-78 1977-78 0-1-0
Valley City State 1958-59 1967-68 3-0-0
Wartburg 1949-50 1959-60 4-4-1
Washington 1970-71 1970-71 0-0-1
Wayne State, NE 1964-65 1978-79 6-0-0
West Liberty 1997-98 1997-98 1-0-0
Western Illinois 1974-75 1974-75 1-0-0
Western State, CO 1972-73 2002-03 2-0-0
Winona State 1961-62 1980-81 13-7-2
Wisconsin 2002-03 2002-03 0-1-0
Wisconsin-LaCrosse 2002-03 2002-03 0-1-0
Wisconsin-Parkside 1991-92 1998-99 2-0-0
Wisconsin-Oshkosh 1971-72 1975-76 2-0-0
Wisconsin-River Falls 1961-62 1988-89 6-0-0
Wisconsin-Stevens Point 1973-74 1973-74 1-0-0
Wyoming 1953-54 2004-05 0-6-0
SDSU vs. Opponents
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Prepetual Scholarships
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The Engels Endowment
Schumacher Scholarship
Warren E. Williamson Scholarship
Wayne Paulsen Memorial
The Engels Wrestling Endowment was established in 1999 in memory of former Jackrabbit wrestler and coach Mike
Engel.one goal of this fund is to acknowledge the contributions Mr. Engels made to SDU as a student-athlete and
coach.The other goal is to help support the annual financial needs of the wrestling program. A Watertown native, Mr.
Engels was national runner-up in 1972 and 1974, then posted an 87-32-3 career coaching record with four national
champions and 38 All-Americans.
The Wayne Paulsen Memorial Scholarship was established in 1976 in memory of Mr. Paulsen.The scholarship was
funded through memorial gifts from friends and members of the Paulsen family. Mr. Paulsen was a conference champi-
on and earned All-American honors as a member of the Jackrabbit wrestling team from 1964-65.
• Winners: (2003-2005) Pictured is 2005 winner Brad Gregory
• 2003-04: Lenny Tol • 2004-05: Chris Werth • 2005-06: Brad Gregory
The Schumacher Wrestling Scholarship was established in 1996 by jeff and Sue Schumacher.The Schumachers are life-
long wrestling fans. Mr. and Ms. Schumacher are loyal supporters and season ticket holders who follow the Jacks at
home and on the road each season.They established this scholarship to show their appreciation to the Jackrabbit
wrestling program.
• Winners: (2003-2005) Pictured is 2005 winner Chad Herrboldt
• 2003-04: Tim Boldt • 2004-05: Nathan Althoff • 2005-06: Chad Herrboldt
The Williamson Family Scholarship was established in 1981 by Warren and Dorothy Williamson. Mr. Williamson was a
Jackrabbit student-athlete from 1948-50. After coaching in high school in South Dakota, he joined the staff at SDSU
and was head wrestling coach from 1957-73 and compiled 134 dual meet victories. During his tenure at State, Mr.
Williamson, who passed away in November of 2004, was also the Director of the Intramural and Recreation Sports
Programs.
• Winners: (2003-2005) Pictured is 2005 winner Cody Nehl
• 2003-04: Andy Everson • 2004-05: Jared Barnes • 2005-06: Cody Nehl
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Year         Coach                      W-L-T     NCC Champion     NCC Finish NCAA Finish
1963-64 Warren Williamson 5- 6- 0 Northern Iowa Second Tie-22nd
1964-65  Warren Williamson 6- 5- 2 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE FIRST Fifth
1965-66  Warren Williamson 10- 2- 0 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE FIRST Sixth
1966-67  Warren Williamson 5-10- 2 Northern Iowa Second Eighth
1967-68  Warren Williamson 12- 5- 0 Northern Iowa Second Third
1969-70  Warren Williamson 11- 3- 1 Mankato State Third Fourth
1970-71  Warren Williamson 11- 5- 1 Northern Iowa Fourth Tie-17th
1971-72  Warren Williamson 10- 5- 1 Northern Iowa Third Twelfth
1972-73  Warren Williamson 17- 5- 0 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE FIRST Sixth
1968-69  Frank Kurtenbach 11- 2- 0 Northern Iowa Third Tenth
1973-74  Greg Schmidt 10- 5- 0 Northern Iowa Fourth 17th
1974-75  Greg Schmidt 11- 5- 0 Northern Iowa Sixth 26th
1975-76  Mickey Martin 10- 1- 1 Northern Iowa Second Ninth
1976-77  Mickey Martin 11- 5- 0 Northern Iowa Fourth Eighth
1977-78  Terry Linander 12- 4- 1 Northern Iowa Fourth Ninth
1978-79  Terry Linander 8- 7- 0 North Dakota State Fourth Ninth
1979-80  Terry Linander 9- 4- 0 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE FIRST Ninth
1980-81  Terry Linander 4- 8- 1 Augustana Fifth Ninth
1981-82  Ralph Manning 6- 6- 0 North Dakota State Fifth Tie-29th
1982-83  Ralph Manning 5- 7- 0 North Dakota State Sixth 28th
1983-84  Ralph Manning 9- 4- 0 North Dakota State Third Sixth
1984-85  Mike Engels 10- 7- 0 North Dakota State Third Ninth
1985-86  Mike Engels 11- 2- 0 North Dakota State Second Ninth
1986-87  Mike Engels 8- 6- 0 North Dakota State Fourth Tenth
1987-88  Mike Engels 8-5-1 North Dakota State Fourth Sixth
1988-89  Mike Engels 11-2-0 North Dakota State Second Seventh
1989-90  Mike Engels 9-2-0 North Dakota State Fourth Tie-12th
1990-91  Mike Engels 11-3- 0 Nebraska-Omaha Fourth Tenth
1991-92  Mike Engels 12-2-0 North Dakota State Fourth 14th
1992-93 Mike Engels 7-3-2 North Dakota State Sixth Sixth
1993-94 Jason Liles 5-6-0 North Dakota State Fifth Fourth
1994-95 Jason Liles 4-6-0 Nebraska-Omaha Sixth Fifth
1995-96 Jason Lliles 10-2-0 Nebraska-Omaha Second Fourth
1996-97 Jason Liles 8-2-0 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE FIRST Fourth
1997-98 Jason Liles 17-4 North Dakota State Third Second
1998-99 Jason Liles 15-7 Nebraska-Omaha Fifth Fifth
1999-00 Jason Liles 12-4 North Dakota State Third Fourth
2000-01 Jason Liles 9-5-1 North Dakota State Fourth Second
2001-02 Jason Liles 9-8-0 North Dakota State Third Third
2002-03 Jason Liles 12-9-0 Nebraska-Omaha Fourth Tenth
2003-04 Jason Liles 4-10-0 North Dakota State Sixth 23rd
2004-05 Jason Liles 10-8-0 Division I Independent ---- ----
JACKRABBIT WRESTLING
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30 or More Wins
Division I Transition
1. Chad Lamer, 190
•1995-96;  40-2-0
2. Paul Konechne, 141
•2000-01 40-3-0
3. Paul Konechne, 141
•1999-00 40-5-0
4. Rick Jensen, 134
•1975-76 40-7-0
5. Ryan Resel, Hwt
•1996-97 40-8-0
6. Rick Jensen, 142
•1976-77 39-6-0
7. Ryan Resel, Hwt
•1995-96 38-10-0
8. Chad Wickman, 118
•1997-98 37-6-0
9. Stan Opp, 118
•1972-73 35-3-2
10. Travis King, 142
•1997-98 34-1-0
11. Barney Drenth, Hwt
•1990-91 34-2-0
12. Chad Lamer, 177
•1994-95 34-4-0
13. Perry Fink, 150
•1988-89 34-4-1
14. Aaron Veskrna, 157
•2001-02 33-3-0
15. Chad Lamer, 177
•1993-94 33-7-0
16. Ryan Resel, Hwt
•1997-98 33-8-0
17. Pat Timm, 177
•1997-98 33-9-0
18. Perry Fink, 150
•1987-88 33-9-0
19. Tim Boldt, 194
•2002-03 33-10-0
20. Paul Konechne, 134
•1997-98 33-13-0
21. Dick Koob, 167
•1975-76 32-8-1
22. Aaron Veskrna, 149
•2000-01 31-6-0
23. Jared Barnes, 149
•2002-03 31-10-0
24. Tyler Jones, 174
•1998-99 30-6-0
25. Chad Wickman, 125
•1998-99 30-7-0
26. Mike Pankratz, 126
•1989-90 30-8-0
27. Al Holleman, Hwt
•1984-85 30-12-0
28. Jim Strande, 142-150
•1984-85 30-15-0
•Reclassification Granted•
In September, 2004, the NCAA Membership Subcommitee approved SDSU’s request to fully reclas-
sify its wrestling program to Division I status. Jackrabbit wrestlers will now be eligible to qualify for
the NCAA Division I Championships beginning next year- two years ahead of the original timeline
set forth by the NCAA.The Jackrabbits are elgibile for the NCAA Championships in 2006-07.
Chad 
Lamer
Paul Konechne
All-Time Wins Leader
South Dakota State Records
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MOST DUAL MEET VICTORIES
17 1972-73
17 1997-98
15 1998-99
12 1999-00
12 1991-92
12 1977-78
12 1967-68
11 1990-91
11 1988-89
11 1985-86
11 1976-77
11 1974-75
11 1970-71
11 1969-70
10 2004-05
MOST CONSECTIVE DUAL MEET  VICTORIES
12 1985-86
12 1972-73
10 1992-93
10 1995-96
MOST TEAM POINTS IN DUAL SEASON
669 1997-98
611 1992-93
543 1998-99
467 1977-78
MOST SHUTOUTS DURING SEASON
2 1997-98
2 1992-93
2 1985-86
2 1970-71
2 1969-70
HIGH TEAM SCORE IN DUAL MEET
59 vs. Wayne State 1978-79
57 vs. Southwest 1976-77
57  vs. Minnesota-West 1997-98
52 vs. Northwestern 1992-93
51 vs. Northern Colorado 1985-86
BEST DUAL MEET 
WON-LOST PERCENTAGE
.875 1975-76 10-1-1
.857 1991-92 12-2-0
.846 1988-89 11-2-0
.846 1985-86 11-2-0
.846 1968-69 11-2-0
.833 1995-96 10-2-0
.833 1965-66 10-2-0
.818 1989-90 9-2-0
Cody Nehl; Senior
Record: 17-13
Seven Pins in 2004-05
1. Paul Konechne, Kimball, SD, 141 1998-01 137-30-0
2. Chad Lamer, Colton, SD, 177-190 1993-96 132-30-2
3. Rick Jensen, Watertown, SD, 126-142 1975-79 128-24-0
4. Ryan Resel, Miller, SD, Hwt 1996-99 121-27-0
5. Perry Fink, Cottage Grove, MN, 142-150 1986-89 119-32-1
6. Aaron Veskrna, Gregory, SD, 149-157 1999-02 114-40-0
7. Chad Wickman, Masonville, IA, 118-125 1996-99 109-36-0
8. Mike Pankratz, Freeman, SD, 126 1990-94 108-27-2
9. Travis King, Rapid City, SD, 142-150 1995-98 106-26-4
10.Tyler Jones, Mitchell, SD, 184 1999-03 102-17-0
11. Mike Engels, Watertown, SD, 150-158 1971-74 101-14-1
12. Pat Dorn, Adrian, MN, 134 1986-89 100-33-3
13.Tyler Bryant, Pierre, SD, 165 2000-03 96-32-0
15. Stan Opp, Aberdeen, SD, 118 1970-73 94-19-1
15. Josh Sammons, Huron, SD, 126-142 1994-97 92-51-0
16. Jeff Hohertz, Minnetonka, MN, 177 1977-78, 80-81 88-23-1
17. Bryan Guzzo, St. Michael, MN, 118 1986-89 86-47-0
18. Brian Loeffler, St. Clair, MN, 177-190 1990-94 85-27-4
19. Kirk Simet, Pierre, SD, 142-158 1976-80 85-26-1
20. Howard Fullhart, Decorah, IA, 158-167 1995-98 85-48-2
21. Pat Timm, Huron, SD, 158-177 1994-98 83-42-13
22. Al Holleman, Hancock, MN, Hwt 1983-86 82-40-0
23. Doug Cox, Bedford, IA, 158 1983-86 75-59-2
24. Greg Sayler, Freeman, SD, 167-Hwt 1990-94 74-39-0
25. Bud Postma, Doon, IA, 150-158 1982-86 73-55-2
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– A –                       
Ahrenstorff,Todd 1985-86-87           
Alfredson, George 1957-58-59
Allen, Mike 1978-79
Alrich, Odell 1951-55-56
Althoff, Aaron 1996-97-98-99
Althoff, Nate 2004-05
Ammann, Craig 1987
Andersch, Laverne 1950-51-52         
Anderson, Arlin 1952
Anderson, Courtney 1994
Anderson, Jim 1971                        
Anderson, John 1972-73-74             
Anderson,Terry 1976  
Anderson, Robert 2002 
Andress, Elbert 1997-98-99 
– B –                       
Barnes, Jared 2003
Barnett, Mark 1974                         
Bartholomew, John 1959                  
Beastrom, Jim 1971                        
Beech, Mark 1980                          
Bendt, Jordan 1984-85                    
Birnbaum, Ed 1983-84                    
Blanchette, Gayle 1975-76
Blasius, Justin 1993-94
Bly, Dan 1978                                
Bly, Dan 1982
Boub, Chris 2005 
Boldt,Tim 2003-04
Brady, Jeremy 1997-98-99               
Brainerd, Dee 1962-63                    
Breidenbach, Don 1956
Braun, Scott 1999-00                     
Brockmueller, Gordon 1955-56         
Brothanek, Dale 1967                     
Brown, Ken 1960                           
Browning, Monte 1954
Bryant,Toby 1999-00
Bryant,Tyler 2000-01-02-03
Bucknam, Larry 1960                      
Bye, Hazen 1987 
– C –                      
Campbell, Dennis 1966-67               
Canada, Jim 1954-55-56                 
Caspers, Pete 1983     
Chappa, Jarrod 2004                       
Christman, Walter 1949-50-51-52
Cinco, Chuck 1992-93-94                
Cook, Dave 1977                            
Cornemann, Dave 1981-82-83-84 
Cowdin, Bryan 2003
Cox, Dave 1983                             
Cox, Don 1983-84
Cox, Doug 1983-84-85-86              
Crabtree, Dave 1974                       
Crabtree, Lee 1974-75                    
Craddock, Richard 1949-50-51 
– D –
Dailey, Eugene 1955-56
Dangerud, Kayle 1999-00                
Day, Steve  1970                            
Dean, Duane 1964                         
Decker, Jim 1958 
DeJong, Brian 1990-91                   
Donovan, Mark 1988                       
Dorn, Pat 1986-87-88 -89
Dozark, Kristopher 1999-00-01-03
Drenth, Eric 1989-91  
Durbahn, Paul 2003
Duval, Steve 1987                          
Dykhoff, Don 1955                         
– E –
Echevarria, Mark 1994-95
Eischens, Roger 1962-63 
Eitreim, Jammy 1991                      
Engels, Keith 1969-70-71                
Engels, Mike 1971-72-73-74           
England, Homer 1950-51  
Ericks, Ben 2003-04                       
Evans, Al 1952-53-54  
Evers, Matt  2001
Everson, Andy 2004-05
Everson, Mark 2003
– F –                       
Feen, Arthur 1950          
Feldman, Adam 1996-97                 
Fink, Perry 1986-87-88-89              
Fink, Rick 1981                              
Flesner, Fran 1959-60                     
Forman, Chad 1993
Forster, Jacob 2001
Fosheim, Sid 1968-69-70                
Fryer, Jim 1983                               
Fullerton, Ron 1977
Fullhart, Bob 1997-98-99-00
Fullhart, Howard 1995-96-97-98  
– G –                       
Garry, Darrin 1993
Gleiter, Gus 1956-57-58                  
Goette, Randy 1980-81-82              
Golic, Mervin 1950
Gottschalk,Travis 2004-05
Gregory, Brad 2004-05                    
Gutenkauf, Chad 1986-88 -89-90     
Guzzo, Bryan 1986-87-88-89 
– H –                       
Haake, Kent 1977-78-80                 
Harding, Mick 1986-87-89 -90         
Harrell, Greg 1993
Harwood, Derek 2001
Havlik, Bryce 1987                         
Hayes, Doug 1972-73                     
Hayes,Tom 1974-75-77   
Hellwege, Marcus 2001-02               
Helma, Leonard 1950                      
Hemiller, Bob 1988-89-90-91
Hennrich, Brad 1989 
Herrboldt, Chad 2003-04-05            
Herum, Steve 1972-73-74               
Hill, Howard 1950                          
Hoffman,Tom 1974-75                    
Hohertz, Jeff 1977-78-80-81
Hoines, Mitch 1989                         
Holleman, Al 1984-85-86
Holm, Ken 1958                             
Holtquist, Greg 1970-71                  
Houg, Johnny 1988
Houska, Garrett 2003-04                 
Huffman, Charlie 1979                    
Hurlburt, Mick 1965-66
Huyck, Lloyd 1989-91 
–J –                        
Jensen, Ellis 1957-58                      
Jensen, Kyle 1986-87                      
Jensen, Rick 1975-76-77-79            
Johnson, Al 1969                            
Johnson, Don 1969-71-72-73
Johnson,Todd 1993-94
Johnson,Troy 1991-92                     
Jones, Lowell 1970
Jones, Robert (BJ) 1999
Jones,Tyler 1999-00-02-03
Jorgenson, Lee 1953 
– K –                       
Kahnke, Jeff 1981-82-83                 
Kain, Jim 1961-62-63                     
Kain, Mike 1965-66                        
Kantor, Ed 1966-67
Kavitz, Dusty 2005                          
Kappenman, Jerry 1957
Kenton, Joe 2003-04                       
King, Russ 1963                             
King, Russ 1969
King, Scott 2002-03
King,Travis 1995-96-97-98             
Kinney, Dave 1960-61
Klinkhammer,Tobin 1995
Koch, James 1967-68-69 
Koehler, Dan 1997                          
Koenig, Paul 1987-88-89-90
Konechne, Paul 1998-99-00 -01   
Koob, Dick 1975-76
Kramer, Don 1992
Krehmeyer, Levi 2005                      
Kuhns, Dick 1958-59                      
Kurtenbach, Frank 1959-60-61         
Kurtenbach, Steve 1988  
– L –                       
Lambert, Stan 1966-68 
Lamer, Chad 1992-94-95-96
LaQua, Chad 1996                 
Linander,Terry 1965-66 
Lindekugel,Travis 2001
Loeffler, Brad 1992-93-94-95
Loeffler, Brian 1990-91-92-93
Logsdon, Bert 1959-60                   
Lohr, Ed 1982-83-86                      
Long, Matt 1978
Ludeman, Cal 1971                        
Lueders, Jeff 1982-83-84-85            
– M –                      
Madsen, Jon 2000-01-02
Martens, Scott 1993-94-95
Martinmaas, Craig 2004
Matthew, Brendan  1990-92
Matthew,Tim 1992 
McCullough,Vince 1984-85              
McNitt, Jon 1967-68-69                  
Meendering, Randy 1975-76            
Melhoff, Ray 1957                          
Melvin, Marty 1980                         
Miller, Don 1964-65-66 
Miller, John 1989                            
Minor, Al 1979                               
Minor, Dan 1978-79                       
Moon, Frank 1957                          
Moravec, Jule 1952-53-54               
Mord, Jan 1985
Morrow, Chad 1999
Morton, Al 1964-65
Motis, Bob 1959-60
Mundt, Eric 1995                            
Murphy, Frank 1965-66                   
Murray, Jim 1972-73-74-75             
– N –     
Neal, Mike 1975-76-77-78       
Nehl, Cody 2003-04-05
Neu, Phil 1966
Neuberger,Tom 1951-52
Nolz, Jerry 1961
Nooyen, Paul 1979-80
Novstrup, Al 1973-74-75-76
– O – 
O’Connor, Ryan 1998-00-01
Onken, Luther 1969-70-71
Onufer, Craig 1976-77
Opdahl,Todd 2005
Opp, Kermit 1975
Opp, Stan 1970-71-72-73
Oswald, Don 1976 
– P –                       
Paine, Myron 1955-56
Palm, Nathan 1987-88   
Pankratz, Mike 1990-91-92-93
Park, Randy 1973-74-75
Parsley, Martin 1978    
Pascoe, Jeremy 1996-97
Paszek,Todd 2001-02
Paulsen, Wayne 1964-65
Perkins, Jerry 1961-62
Perkins, Jim 1961-62-63                 
Person, Gerry 1971-72-73               
Peterson, Ed 1978-79-81
Peterson, Glen 1996                        
Piro, Scott 1976-77                        
Postma, Bud 1982-84-85-86           
Pouliot, Dick 1955-56  
– R –                      
Ramirez, Jim 1975-76     
Reicks, Jerry 2001
Rembold, John 1968-69-70
Resel, Ryan 1996-97-98-99
Revier, Scott 2005
Ringstmeyer, Ray 1994-95 
Risdal,Troy 1996 -97 -98
Roe, Jeremy 2002-03-04
– S –                       
Sammons, Josh 1994-95-96-97
Sanderson, Del 1979
Sathe, Jack 1982  
Sayler, Greg 1990-91-92-93
Schley, Duane 1949-50
Schmidt, Greg 1968-69-70              
Schuring, Jacob 2003
Senne, Charlie 2004
Sestak, Robert 1959
Sherrill, Marv 1962-63-64               
Simet, Kirk 1976-78-79-80
Simondet, Steve 1988-91   
Small, Brooks 2001-02
Smith, Ben 2003
Smith, Darrel 1964-65-66               
Smith, Jerry 1966-67-68
Smith, Jim 1971                             
Smith, Mike 1973 
Smrekar, Nate 2001-02
Snow, Kevin 1995
Snyder, Russell 1950
Staley, Jim 1954-57                        
Stara, Keith 1982
Stark, Brett 1987
Stemsrud, Steve 1980
Sterner, John 1960-61-62
Sterner, Mike 1960-61-62
Stibral,Tony 2001
Stoeser, Rod 1971                          
Strande, Jim 1982-83-84-85   
Strandemo, Cole 2002
Stripling, Jason 2005
Streseman, Donald 1959
Suiter, Dale 1971-72-73-74
Swanson, Jay 1977-78-79-80 
– T –                       
Taggart, Bill 1963-64-65
Teague, Ron 1977
Tesch, Steve 1970
Thomas, Paul 1966-67 
Thury, Lance 1997-98-99-00  
Tiegen, Lucas 2002                         
Timm, Pat 1994-96-98
Tol, Lenny 2004
Tomashek,Tom 1962
Trapp, Don 1968-69-70 
– U –                       
Unger, LeRoy 1955
– V –                       
VanHove, Shawn 2003
Van Meveren, Curt 1973
Van Stralen, Frank 1971-72
Venner, Marty 1982-83
Veskrna, Aaron 1999-00-01-02
Vliem, Dick 1972-73
Vliem, Jerry 1974
Voss, Lyle 1963
– W –                       
Wagner, Dustin 2001
Wallman, Nathan 2001-02
Wallman,Troy 1991
Waters, Marcus 2005
Watkins, Alex 2005
Weber, Roy 1995-96
Weisner, Loren 1958
Weller, Randy 1985
Wendland, Darwin 1951-52  
Werth, Chris 2004-05
Westberg, Dale 1982
Westbrock, Dave 1962-64
Whisney, Dennis 1975-76 
Wickman, Chad 1996-97-98-99
Wiebe,Troy 1992
Wiesner, Loren 1959-60
Wiley, Jon 1981
Williams, Maris 1952-53-54
Wilson, Dan 1984
Wilson, Lloyd 1950
Wilson, Lloyd 1966
Windschitl, Paul 1980-81 
Winter, Joe 1992-93
Winter,Vern 1967  
Wishard,Tim 1990-91-92-93
Wood, Jesse 2004                           
Wookey, John 1977                         
Wurth, Jason 1988-89-90-91 
– Y –                       
Yetter, LeRoy 1952-53
Yoder, Ryan 1999
– Z –                       
Zastrow, Wally 1979-80-81              
Zellmer, Gary 
Zens, Jordan 2002
All-Time Letterwinners
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• The Jackrabbit weight room is located in room 102 on the lower level of the Stanley J.
Marshall HPER Center.The room has six platforms for performing olympic lifts and seven
multi-purpose power racks. For upper body development there are six bench presses and
four incline bench presses.The center also has two sets of dumbells up to 120lbs. and sev-
eral pieces of auxillary equipment to compliment the main lifts and total body workout.
Conditioning takes place on the main level of Frost Arena.The indoor track allows for SDSU
athletes to perform a number of different conditioning activities from sprints and agility to
plyometrics and medicine ball drills.
• JACKRABBIT WEIGHT ROOM •
• FROST ARENA •
• Jackrabbit Acceleration is a supplemental sports training program available to SDSU ath-
letes and high school athletes. As a branch of the world renowned Frappier Acceleration
Network and through sponsorship from Avera McKennan in Sioux Falls, Jackrabbit
Acceleration was founded in May, 2002. Since that time many SDSU and Brookings area
athletes have taken advantage of increasing their overall athleticism through Frappier train-
ing methods. During the 24 session program, one will strengthen specific muscles that
deliver quick forward, lateral and backward motion. One will also be able to maintain sprint
velocity longer due to the body being able to recover more quickly from intense bouts of
activity. The program consists of a pre and post test, 24 workouts, training three times per
week.Training takes place at the Stanley J. Marshall HPER Center room 105.
• JACKRABBIT ACCELERATION •
Jackrabbit Wrestling Facilities
• The Stanley J. Marshall HPER center or Frost Arena is home to Jackrabbit wrestling and
many other Jackrabbit sporting events. It is located on the campus of South Dakota State
University and is host to the Daktronics/Warren Williamson open. Frost Arena hosted the
NCAA Division II Wrestling Championship four times (1973, 1979, 1993 and 2000).
• SDSU recentley installed a multi-million dollar scoreboard project in Frost Arena.The pro-
ject included a four-sided scoreboard with four ProStar® video screens measuring 12 feet
by seven feet, two ProAd® displays measuring 60 feet long by four feet high and a new
full-color digital ProTable® scores table.The 3 million dollar project was financed by the
SDSU foundation.
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With a record enrollment of 11,021 stu-
dents in the fall of 2005, South Dakota State
University is the state’s largest institution of
higher education.
EARLY HISTORY
Located in Brookings, SDSU was autho-
rized in 1881 by the Territorial Legislative
Assembly and serves as the state’s land-grant
instution.Territorial Council member John
O’Brien Scobey, failing to obtain the peni-
tentiary for Brookings, managed to secure
Dakota Agricultural College for his city.
Although allocations fell short of the 
actual cost, the school was able to open in the
fall of 1884 because the president, George
Lilley, was willing to advance $500 — one-
third of his salary — to finish three rooms in
the new Central Building.“Old Central” was
soon joined by South (1885) and North
(1887), forming the nucleus of campus for a
decade and a half.
During the first year of operation, only
preparatory classes were held. College classes
started in 1885 with five teachers, 17 fresh-
man and 61 preparatory students. Growth
was slow and erratic for many years, but by
the turn of the 20th century there were 242
students. By 1990, SDSU had an enrollment
of more than 9,000 students.
Nearly 50,000 degrees have been granted
since the college was chartered in 1881.
COLLEGES ESTABLISHED
The structure of the college became more
complex as enrollments increased.The first
nine chairs of instruction established in 1884
included agriculture, science,
mathematics, English, modern languages,
military tactics, veterinary science, practical
business, political and domestic economy,
and music.
By 1907, the year the name of the institu-
tion was changed to South Dakota State
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts,
there were 22 departments on campus.
Reorganization into the five divisions
which formed the basis for the designation of 
colleges was completed under President
Charles W. Pugsley in 1923.
In 1964, when “State College” was
renamed South Dakota State University,
there were six colleges; today degrees are
offered through these eight colleges:
• Agricultural and Biological Sciences
• Arts and Science
• Education and Counseling
• Engineering
• Family and Consumer Sciences
• General Registration
• Nursing
• Pharmacy
• Graduate School
SDSU also offers degree programs through
the Sioux Falls Center for Public Higher
Education (USDSU). Evening, RDTN, Internet
and off-campus courses are coordinated
through the Office of Academic Affairs and
Outreach.
SDSU BY THE NUMBERS
In its 123-year history, South Dakota State
has grown from a campus of 80 acres in 1881
to a 271-acre campus with facilities worth
more than $220 million.
The university owns or leases another
15,000 acres for research throughout the
state.
Recently, the Printing and Journalism
Building — now named Anson and Ada May
Yeager Hall — underwent a $2.1 million
expansion and renovation project.
Other recent campus construction projects
have included a $7 million expansion to
Crothers Engineering Hall, the renovation of
Solberg Hall and the building of a $9 million
performing arts center, in 2002.
A University Student Union expansion and
renovation project was completed this past
summer, while the Enterprise Institute, located
on the southwest corner of campus, opened in
the fall of 2004. New residence hall, Caldwell
hall opened in time for the 2005-06 school
year.
More than 200 majors, minors and options
are available at SDSU with more than 2,500
different course offerings.
Master’s degrees are offered in more than
30 areas and doctorates are available in eight
fields.
SDSU is accredited by the North Central
Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools.
MUSEUMS AND ATTRACTIONS
The educational opportunities don’t end in
the classroom or laboratory as South Dakota
State University is home to several facilities,
including museums and gardens, which high-
light South Dakota history and heritage.
The South Dakota Art Museum, which
recently completed an expansion, was first
envisioned by the South Dakota Federation of
Women’s Clubs in 1949, and dedicated in
1970.The museum's collections include early
Sioux Indian tribal art, the famed Harvey
Dunn paintings of pioneer life and the exclu-
sive  Vera Way Marghab linens.
The State Agricultural Heritage Museum
transformed the former Stock Judging
Pavilion into a home for exhibits that record
and preserve the agrarian heritage of South
Dakota.
The 70-acre McCrory Gardens and South
Dakota Arboretum, located south and east of
campus, provide a beautiful setting for area
residents and tourists to enjoy a stroll
through one of the top 10 small ornamental
gardens in the nation.o.
(continued on next page)
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In 1993 McCrory Gardens was designated
an All-American Judging Garden to 
conduct research on annual flowers.
Since 1985, private contributions have
made many new gardens possible including
the Rose, Rock, Centennial Prairie, Iris,True
Lily, Mum, Native Prairie Collection, Oak Tree
Memorial Garden, All-Red Specialty Garden,
Peony Garden, Shrub Rose Collection, and
Children’s Maze.
In August 1994, dedication ceremonies
were held for the Mickelson Grove Memorial
in honor of former governor and Brookings
resident George Mickelson.
In 1982, the area north of the formal gar-
den was dedicated to the planting and test-
ing of ornamental trees and shrubs.The 45-
acre site was designated the South Dakota
State Arboretum in 1988.
The arboretum’s purpose is to test woody
plants needed to protect agricultural fields and
livestock from the region’s harsh environment,
to provide hardy trees to shade our towns and
cities, and to test ornamental shrubs for both
durability and beauty.
The arboretum and gardens are managed
by the SDSU Horticulture, Forestry, Landscape
and Parks Department. More gardens and
tree and shrub collections are being devel-
oped.
Perhaps South Dakota State’s most 
recognizable landmark is the 165-foot
Coughlin Campanile, the state’s largest
chimes tower. A climb of 179 steps leads to a
panoramic view of the city.
The statuesque structure on the west end
of campus was a $65,000 gift from 1909
engineering graduate Charles Coughlin, who
later went on to become head of the Briggs
& Stratton Corporation.
Coughlin laid the campanile’s cornerstone
on June 10, 1929. Since then, its chimes have
called students to classes with the famous
Westminster peals.
An alumni-sponsored project to restore the
campanile was completed in the summer of
2001.
Adjacent to the campanile, Coolidge-Sylvan
Theatre has provided a restful, green haven
for students since its dedication by President
Calvin Coolidge in September 1927.
Over the years the outdoor amphiteater has
been the site of concerts, graduations and
inaugurations for university presidents.
Woodbine Cottage, the home of the univer-
sity president, is a charming example of
Queen Anne architecture. Built in 1887 by
South Dakota Agricultural College’s second
president, Dr. Lewis McLouth, the home is
crowned by multiple roof lines.
The house also has served as a women’s
dormitory, music hall and infirmary.
STATE’S LARGEST LIBRARY
The Hilton M. Briggs Library, the state’s
largest, was opened in 1977 and joined
South Dakota’s statewide automated library
network in 1988.Through the library, users
have access to holdings from all 10 of the
state’s libraries, including official documents
and more than 1 million other holdings at
Briggs.
THE BROOKINGS COMMUNITY
Today, Brookings is a growing community
of about 18,500 people. Located 20 miles
west of the Minnesota border and 50 miles
north of Sioux Falls in east-central South
Dakota, Brookings is situated at the intersec-
tion of U.S. Highway 14 and Interstate 29.
The community also is home to several rec-
ognizable companies including Rainbow Play
Systems, Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing (3M), Larson Manufacturing,
and Daktronics, a leading manufacturer of
scoreboards and display systems.
JACKRABBIT WRESTLING

NOVEMBER
5• WARREN WILLIAMSON/DAKTRONICS OPEN 9 A.M.
12• AT BISON OPEN 10 A.M.
12• AT HAROLD NICHOLS OPEN 10 A.M.
19• AT UNO OPEN 9 A.M.
DECEMBER
2-3• AT CLIFF KEEN INVITATIONAL TBA
17• NORTH CAROLINA STATE 7 P.M.
JANUARY
6-7• AT LONE STAR DUALS TBA
13-14• AT VIRGINIA DUALS TBA
21• PORTLAND STATE 7 P.M.
27• WYOMING 7 P.M.
28• AIR FORCE 7 P.M.
FEBRUARY
2• AT NORTHERN COLORADO 7 P.M.
4• AT UTAH VALLEY STATE 7 P.M.
10• NORTH DAKOTA STATE 7 P.M.
15• NORTHERN STATE 7 P.M.
17• AT NORTHERN IOWA 7 P.M.
19• AMERICAN UNIVERISTY 2 P.M.
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